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Dear All,
Greetings!
We have had animated discussions in the e-conference for Discussion on New BIS document SSD-II 06
(19914) : REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY SERVICES
FOR STRUCTURES. There are over 120 posts on the topic and from the deliberations, we have
identified salient points which seem to find resonance in the structural engineering community.
At the outset one may say that the objective of the document does not come out clearly from the way
the code has been drafted. There are more advanced, detailed and fine-grained standard operating
procedures for the registration of Structural engineers and Peer Reviewers in many cities, towns and
states of India. Such documents or regulations are usually prepared by the Town Planning authorities,
the Municipal authorities or similar building authority which has jurisdiction. The e-conference
response recommends a review of these existing operating procedures. The inputs and discussions
from the e-conference are as follows:
1. Applicability of the standard
1.1. This standard while apparently for all structures appears to be focussed on Buildings and may not
have captured the nuances of other different structures such as industrial, infrastructure and
design-build projects.
1.2. The appointment of PC should NOT be left to the Owner/Constructor (Ref. Cl. 5.2). The
requirement of PC should be based in the importance/category of the structure.
1.3. The Model 2 (Ref. Cl.6.2) in the document suggests routing all matters through owner rather than
the Project Management Team (hired independently or through the Design-Build contractor)this may not represent how projects run in practice. It is recommended to define the role of PMC
in this document.
1.4. Categorisation based on importance of buildings is required and suggested that perhaps this
system may not be required for small structures up to g+2 storeys.
1.5. Appointment of the PC through the Owner/Constructor may result in conflict of interest. It is
recommended to have the PC appointed through the approving authority.
1.6. In the current practice, the full responsibility of the structural design is assigned to the PDC.
Design of the foundation system and important aspects of structural design – the structural
engineer takes direct inputs from the geotechnical consultant for this aspect. The draft code
should also describe the role and responsibilities of geotechnical consultant.
2. Review of existing practices across India and system of Registration and/or Licensing of
Structural Engineers.
2.1. This document appears to have drafted without reviewing the practice already existing in other
parts of the country, for Structural Design and Peer Review Process, especially western India,
which has a fairly well developed set of standard operating procedures for the
empanelment/licensing of structural engineers-. This includes cities like Mumbai, Thane, Navi
Mumbai, Pune, Surat, and Ahmedabad. One of SEFI members has described in detail of the
practice in Odisha which is similar to that prevalent in Maharashtra.
2.2. The issue of registration of engineers is presently city-wise. The licensing of structural engineers
in cities such as Mumbai is not only based on educational qualification, experience, and
recommendation letter alone but also on a viva conducted by a panel of structural engineers.

2.3. This document under review disingenuously does away with any kind of “register of structural
engineers” or competency-based licensing of structural engineers. This is dangerous and will
ensure that there will never be any possibility of mobility of structural engineering services from
India across the world. This runs counter to the Nation’s attempt to be global players in all fields.
2.3.1.Responsibility of execution of the project as per the structural drawings should not be
the responsibility of the PDC and PC. This should be explicitly included in the draft
document.
2.3.2.The term “Principal Design Consultant (PDC)” refers to the “Comprehensive Design
consultant”, where the organization holds the responsibility to deliver design covering
all Disciplines. The roles and responsibility of Structural Design Consultant (SDC) or Lead/
Principal Structural Design Consultant are quite different from PDC. This difference
should be clearly recognised.
3. Experience of PDC and PC
3.1. A model based on the qualification Class (of PDC and PC) ranging from Class A to Class E, and
Category (of structure) ranging from Category 1 to Category 5, has been suggested during the econference (link). While this model is similar to that in Table 1 in the draft document, it is further
refined for Class of PDC/PC. The following additional points should be included in improving
Table1:
3.1.1.The category of structure, and
3.1.2.Past project experience and past peer review/ proof checking process.
3.2. The qualification of the PDC and PC should be based on a system which is verifiable by the
Owner/Approving authority. Following are the suggestions of the e-conference:
3.2.1.The verification of credential of PDC/PC should be based on a central database managed
at national or state level.
3.2.2.There should be an element of continuous development and evaluation.
3.2.3.IEI membership with maintenance/evaluation of continuous professional development
may be considered by the central database.
3.2.4.The draft document should review the existing operating procedures in different parts
of the country, along with the guidelines of NBC 2016.
3.3. Following is the summary of the discussions regarding academic institutes as PC:
3.3.1.Peer Review works is being under the sole purview of a chosen few academic institutions
is highly problematic.
3.3.2.Academic faculty may not have practical design experience, but they may have better
knowledge in other areas like research-oriented subjects, testing related matters,
advance analysis modules, various software applications, etc.
3.3.3.A requirement of 7-15 years of field practice may disqualify all academic faculty to as
PC. Academic institutions need to be engaged in the form of Peer Review work, to be in
touch with the state of practice. This will enable their better understanding of the needs
of the industry, and engagement in relevant research and development in areas required
by the industry.

4. Legal implications for BIS and Users &Responsibility and Liability of structural design
4.1. From a legal standpoint, there is significance of only the structural engineer who is taking
responsibility, i.e., the Structural Engineer on Record.

4.1.1.The document does not make a distinction between the roles of Structural Engineer-onrecord, Design Lead and Team Leader. A Team Leader on many projects may not even
be a structural engineer but may be a Project Engineer/Manager in charge of delivery
and coordination. This is especially true in industrial and infrastructure projects.
4.1.2. Further, the Structural Design Lead may not have the requisite qualifications as per the
document under review but may still be designing the project under supervision of the
‘Structural Engineer on Record’. It is not possible to monitor what happens inside a
consultant’s office. It is therefore difficult to understand the term “Team Leader” and
qualifications of that person. What can be defined is only the Structural Engineer on
Record.
4.1.3.Considering the scenario of inadequate structural design, and probable failure, the
responsibility should be assigned to the ‘Structural Engineer on Record (SER)’. Since the
draft document has the requirement of signing of the design and drawings by both PDC
and PC (Ref. Cl. 7.2.c and Cl. 7.3.n), both PDC-SER and PC-SER need to be defined.
4.2. The draft document does not acknowledge the role and responsibility of a geotechnical engineer
(Ref. Cl. 7.2.b.3). In case of failures that may be ascribed to incorrect foundation advice become
the responsibility of a structural engineer.
1.1.1. The draft code should also define role and responsibilities of geotechnical consultant.
4.3. The code is silent on what are the liabilities of the structural engineer. Accuracy of Building
dimensions at site, for example, should not be the responsibility of a structural engineer.
Participants have raised many such instances of incorrect affixing of responsibility to a structural
engineer. The draft document ascribes the responsibility of completeness of the architectural and
service drawings (Ref. Cl. 7.2.b.4).
4.3.1.The completeness and accuracy/correctness of the architectural and services design
should not be the responsibility of the SER.
4.3.2.The draft document should introduce the responsibility of the town/country/municipal
planning authority for the intended implementation of the approved drawings.
4.3.3.The draft document should include responsibility for failure due to unauthorised
addition alteration by builder / constructor.
In closing it may be pertinent to question whether Standardisation of Services of PC and PDC
which, as of date, falls within the purview of the Building Authority with Jurisdiction (many of
which have a well-developed system already in place) should be taken up by the Bureau of
Indian Standards.

Thank you and regards,





Hemant Vadalkar, Practising Structural Engineer and Principal, Vadalkar Associates. Er. Vadalar
will also be putting forth the views of the Indian Society of Structural Engineers (ISSE)
Jaswant N. Arlekar, Practising Structural Engineer, R. S. Mandrekar & Associates, Mumbai
Prof Dipti R. Sahoo, Professor of Structural Engineering, IIT Delhi
Alpa Sheth, Practising Structural Engineer, VMS Consultants, Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai
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sefi_admin Dear Colleagues:
Link:89454
Time:29 Aug
2022 01:55
AM
All posts by
sefi_admin
Posts:92

Welcome to this e-conference for Discussion on New BIS document SSD-II 06 (19914)
: REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY
SERVICES FOR STRUCTURES
This document is an attempt by Services Sector Department of Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) to
define the scope and responsibility of Principal Design consultant (PDC) and Proof Checking
Consultant (PC).
By now, many of you may have had an opportunity to peruse the draft BIS document, and may
perhaps have comments/inputs to share. As you are aware, the document, currently in the wide
circulation phase, if implemented, will likely impact all structural engineers working
as Principal Design Consultant or as Peer Reviewer. It also has the potential to impact the
current building permit system in municipal authorities and development authorities which presently
vary as per local requirements, both city-wise and state-wise.
This e-conference on BIS document SSD-II 06 (19914) : REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN
AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR STRUCTURES organised by SEFI is intended
to elicit feedback from the structural engineering community about the proposed code. Participating
structural engineers should express their views on this very important topic. Feedback from the
community helps to strengthen the code makeig process in the country.
We have selected a diverse group of practising structural engineers and academics to moderate the econference. The is e-conference will be moderated by the following persons:
1. Hemant Vadalkar, Practising Structural Engineer and Principal, Vadalkar Associates. Er.
Vadalar will also be putting forth the views of the Indian Society of Structural Engineers
(ISSE)
2. Jaswant N. Arlekar, Practising Structural Engineer, R. S. Mandrekar & Associates, Mumbai
3. Prof Dipti R. Sahoo, Professor of Structural Engineering, IIT Delhi
4. Alpa Sheth, Practising Structural Engineer, VMS Consultants, Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai

To kickstart the e-conference, moderators have identified the following topics (threads).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Applicability of the standard
Definition of Structures in Title- Buildings only or ...
Review of existing practices
Licensing of Structural Engineers and how this dovetails in the proposed document
Experience of PDC and PC
Legal implications for BIS and Users
Responsibility and Liability of structural design
Appointment of PDC and PC

Moderators will initiate a topic every morning. As a Participant, we encourage you to suggest new
threads. Participants are also requested to post their inputs in the specific threads. This will help in
the final compilation and consolidation of the discussions. We request you to send/post inputs as
close as possible to the topic/thread.

How to participate:

By Sending Email Simply reply to the emails thread that you receive with your inputs. To initiate a
new subject feel free send email to econf@sefindia.org (econf@sefindia.org), to add response under
above topics keep subject of the message same as topics suggested above.
Via Web forum, visit https://www.sefindia.org/forum/viewforum.php?f=36 to read and respond to
any topics or suggest new threads other than suggested topics above.
BIS Document Download Link https://www.sefindia.org/forum/download.php?id=13343 or
alternative https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CSjGGJrhgV5MZHZGMtKH_qL9O07OMdpR/view?
usp=sharing
Email Subscription and Unsubscription to Emails : You may choose to continue getting each
email (click here) or a digest ( click here ) of messages by specifying preferences or unsubscribe to
Emails. Alternatively you can send us your email id using this google form and we will unsubscribe
emails ( https://forms.gle/wCSDBggFA6DN9EJs9 ), or simply reply to this email
with unsubscribe message.

Thank you, and looking forward to a spirited and effective e-conference.
Jaswant N. Arlekar
Alpa Sheth
(SEFI Admin)
Posted via Email

Topic: Applicability of the standard
Watch this topic for replies||Stop watching this topic
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Dear Colleagues:
Welcome to the e-conference for Discussion on New BIS document SSD-II 06 (19914) :
REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY SERVICES
FOR STRUCTURES.

The topic of this thread is:
Applicability of the standard

The country has a very large spectrum of types of designs (buildings, industrial structures,
jaswant_n_arlekar bridges, tunnels, dams, roads, etc.). The expertise required for these varied applications are
Link:89456
significantly different.
Time:29 Aug 2022
03:37 AM
All posts by
jaswant_n_arlekar
Posts:3

Should this standard acknowledge the variation in applications and types of construction to
enable informed decision by the Owner?

I will be moderating the discussions of this topic/thread. I request you to send/post inputs as
close as possible to the topic/thread. This will help in the final compilation and consolidation
of the discussions.

Thank you, and looking for a spirited and effective e-conference.

Jaswant N. Arlekar
Posted via Email
JVCSNL
Link:89475

Should this standard acknowledge the variation in applications and types of construction to
enable informed decision by the Owner?

Time:29 Aug 2022
10:30 AM
All posts by
JVCSNL
Posts:161

The answer to this question is yes. Each industry has its own peculiar requirements and not
all engineers are expert in each of the engineering application. Hence, prior or similar
experience is necessary while appointing the consultant.
Possible grouping can be as follows: (https://www.sefindia.org/forum/viewtopic.php?
t=78 was discussed about possible grouping of services at that time)
+ Non Plant Structures * Residential buildings, administration offices, canteen buildings, etc,
upto 2 storey
+ Residential and commercial complexes : Structures with more than 4 stories comprising of
elevators, HVAC systems, central water and drainage management, security, safety
requirements
+ Industrial sheds * This category would cover structural steel storage sheds (with trusses or
portals), small crane and monorails, cold storage etc.
+ Industrial structures * Plant Engineering - This category would allow to design most
industrial structures like boilers, power houses, cooling towers, pipe racks and many similar
structures subjected to normal, wind and seismic loading
+ Equipment/Machine Foundations * This category would comprise of critical analysis of
important equipment foundation needing static and/or dynamic analysis. Even structures
which need detailed and extensive seismic analysis should be listed here.
+ Transportation structures * Bridges, fly-overs, tunnels etc.
+ Hydraulic structures * canals, aqueduct, canal siphons, canal head works,
+ Structures of high importance * Dams, weirs etc.
Best Regards,
Jignesh V Chokshi

vikram.jeet
Link:89478
Time:29 Aug 2022
10:49 AM
All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

Applicability :
Standard to be made applicable for all structures without any exception.
Category 1 STRUCTURES
( To be designed by Prime consultant along with site visits at construction stages , AND Proof
Consultant to check along with site visits with prime consultant , so that both share
responsibility)
Category 1 structures are as under :
All major structures like Bridges , small Bridges and Culverts,
All School Buildings , Buildings of Assembly , Public Buildings Tall/ small , Residential
buildings above two storeys ,
Water /Sewage / Effluent treatment Plants , OH Tanks , Underground water reservoirs ,
Pumping stations of water and sewage
Hydropower structures , Dams and reservoirs
Tunnel works
Industrial structures , Power stations , Steel plants etc
All precast constructions
Low cost housing schemes for reasons of economy

More important structures can be added in list
CATEGORY 2 STRUCTURES
( Must be designed by a competent structural engineer / Consultant / Expert along with site
visits However proof checking can be optional / skipped)
Category 2 Structures are as under :
Buildings upto two storey height
Boundary walls
Service structures like septic tanks /soak pits
Signage structures supporting works

All sheet type roof sheds
Retaining walls
CATEGORY 3 STRUCTURES - ADDITIONS ALTERATIONS HAVING STRUCTURAL IMPACT IN
EXISTING STRUCTURES
(Must be designed by a competent structural engineer / expert / Consultant and to be
carried with his inspection visits at site plus Proof checking on large span works shall be
essential . Proof check on small spans upto 4.5 m can be skipped.)

vikram.jeet
Link:89488
Time:29 Aug 2022
12:30 PM
All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

Role of Geo tech Consultant , it's soil report and recommendations need also to be
addressed, and who will proof check soil reports , which is very essential for any project
safety as also economy.
We are concentrating only on str design part but if soil report is shabby , design efforts thru
prime as also proof Consultant suffer .
A proof checking GEOTECH CONSULTANT SHALL ALSO BE THERE WHO VISIT EVEN DURING
FIELD INVESTIGATION , LAB TESTS , AND ALSO VETT THE SOIL REPORT GIVEN BY GEOTECH
MAIN AGENCY
This will also avoid cooking of readings during field investigations and Lab tests.
Dear Ma'am / Sir,

abhishek_prajapati
Link:89592
Time:02 Sep 2022
05:58 AM
All posts by
abhishek_prajapati
Posts:2

Code has defined the Traditional Mode in Cl.2.1 but in further clauses it is silent about the
applicability of PDC / PC for Traditional Mode.
Since the Code is not giving any information about Traditional Mode, it is understood that PDC
/ PC is not required for Traditional Mode.
Please clarify.
Regards
Abhishek

Jayant Lakhlani
Link:89601
Time:02 Sep 2022
04:01 PM
All posts by
Jayant Lakhlani
Posts:192

Dear SEFIans
Greetings that BIS has decided to address the important issue like ‘Proof Checking of
Structural Design’. Also, congratulations to SEFI for organising this E-conf.
In this mail, focus is on ‘Applicability of the standard with respect to proof checking of
structural design’. The format adopted is code clause followed by views on the same.
Foreword:
The need for proof checking of structural designs has been recognized as an
essential step for reinforcing the need for public safety in tandem with the rapid
advancement on engineering and the fast pace of development that is happening in
the country. Adding confidence and reducing risk through such a procedure is
essential since it provides for risk mitigation on account of errors in the design
stage and thus ensures better safety.
JL – The clause emphasizes need for structural design proof checking and intends to reduce
the risk through implementation of such procedure. But, suggested content of the standard
does not seem to fulfil this intent, as discussed below.

Cl. 2.1 Build and Deliver Mode (Traditional Mode) — The delivery mode in which the
owner is responsible for providing the preliminary design and drawings, technical
specifications, Bill of Quantities (BOQ), and detailed designs and drawings to the
constructor for the execution of the works.
NOTE — The constructor is responsible to build and deliver.
JL – This mode is widely prevalent in private sector building construction (Residential /
Commercial / Others) wherein a builder / developer is in a role of owner. In this sector,
structural design proof checking is rarely exercised and PDC appointed by the owner is
believed to follow all the statutory and regulatory requirements, including design standards.
But the design prepared remains like a black box which is opened only if any mishap occurs.

Cl. 2.4 Design, Build and Deliver Mode — The delivery mode in which the owner
provides the detailed scope, performance specifications and design basis report at
the time of bidding to the constructor.

NOTE — The design and execution shall be responsibility of constructor.
JL – This mode is mainly prevalent in government / public sector construction (Buildings /
Bridges / Water and Sewage Treatment Plants / Water tanks / Pumping stations / Tunnels)
wherein a government organisation is in a role of owner. In this sector, majority of the
projects are subjected to structural design proof checking. PDC is appointed by the
constructor and PC is appointed by the owner.
Here, in light of above two clauses, I would like to mention that, during 2001 earthquake, in
the city of Ahmedabad, 70 framed structured buildings totally collapsed and approximately
750 lives were lost. All these buildings were engineered buildings, with PDC appointed for
them. All the codes required for earthquake resistant design were prevalent on date and it
was a wishful belief that all the buildings are designed following them. But due to lack of
proof checking of structural design, PDC were inclined to disrespect the codal requirements
for various reasons and the consequence was devastating. Today, after 22 years, the situation
in the private sector is not much different.
On the contrary, the loss of life and properties in the public sector construction was minimal,
mainly due to implementation of design codes through a system of structural design proof
checking.
So, effective structural design proof checking system, in the private sector, is need of the day.
Cl. 5.1 The owner may appoint a PC for proof checking of the structural design of
the structures prepared by PDC.
JL – Here, appointment of a PC has been left to discretion of the owner. This will not make
the structural design proof checking mandatory and intent of the code shall be marred.
Structural design proof checking should be made mandatory for all public as well as private
sector constructions. In public sector, this is already followed for almost all constructions. In
private sector, certain small constructions can be relieved from this provision and for
remaining, proof checking system can be adopted for randomly selected projects, if does not
become possible for all of them.
Cl. 5.2 The PC shall in all cases be always appointed by the owner so that the PC is
never subservient to the Constructor/ CDC.
JL- For delivery mode as per cl. 2.4, the owner should appoint the PC. But for delivery mode
as per cl. 2.1, the appointment of PC should not be done by the owner but should be done by
local authority approving the project.

Cl. 6.1 Model 1— Owner Appointed PDC and PC
The owner shall directly appoint both the PDC and the PC for structural designing
and for proof checking, respectively. The Good for Construction (GFC) drawings
shall be issued by the PDC to the owner after approval by the PC as shown in Fig.1.
JL- As discussed for cl. 5.2, when a PDC is appointed by owner, the PC should be appointed
by project approving authority.
These are my views to take a step towards effective implementation of a good proof checking
system. If such effective proof checking system is there, all the requirements and
responsibilities of PDC shall automatically be fulfilled.
Regards.
Jayant Lakhlani
For
Lakhlani Associates

From: jaswant_n_arlekar <forum@sefindia.org>
Sent: 29 August 2022 08:08 AM
To: econf@sefindia.org
Subject: [ECONF] Applicability of the standard

Dear Colleagues:
Welcome to the e-conference for Discussion on New BIS document SSD-II 06 (19914) :

REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY SERVICES
FOR STRUCTURES.

The topic of this thread is:
Applicability of the standard

The country has a very large spectrum of types of designs (buildings, industrial structures,
bridges, tunnels, dams, roads, etc.). The expertise required for these varied applications are
significantly different.
Should this standard acknowledge the variation in applications and types of construction to
enable informed decision by the Owner?

I will be moderating the discussions of this topic/thread. I request you to send/post inputs as
close as possible to the topic/thread. This will help in the final compilation and consolidation
of the discussions.

Thank you, and looking for a spirited and effective e-conference.

Jaswant N. Arlekar
Posted via Email
Dear Er . Vikram Jeet,
Iin Inda I noticed that Geotech report do not have Settlement calculations of RAFT
Foundation and Pile Foundation sellement calculations . TO BRING THE POINT HOME I GIVE
THIS EXAMPLE , HOW IMPORTANT GEOTECH REPORT IS TO THE STRUCTURE :

VPandya
Link:89602
Time:02 Sep 2022
10:14 PM
All posts by
VPandya
Posts:838

58 STORIES BUILDING ( LEANING TOWER SAN FRANCISCO ) IN CITY OF SAN
FRANCISCO , CA , USA .
We have discussed this failure in SEFI . Soil Report should be good and recommendations
followed or you need about 1 million dollar fo fix it. Thank God no one died .
I gave seen Structural Engineers on a project in India reading SOIL BORING LOG to find out
SAFE BEARING pressure , this should be given by Geotech Consultant . He should do the Raft
settlements calculations based on the FOUNDATION REACTIONS given by PDC . In USA
geotech report have one or two pages with title " FOUNDATION DESIGN ."
Regards,
Vaudeo Pandya P.E.
Structural Engineer
----------------------------------------------------------------------------vikram.jeet wrote:

Topic: Clause-wise inputs
Watch this topic for replies||Stop watching this topic
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jaswant_n_arlekar Dear Colleagues:
Link:89485
Time:29 Aug 2022
12:04 PM
All posts by
jaswant_n_arlekar
Posts:3

Welcome to the e-conference for Discussion on New BIS document SSD-II 06 (19914) :
REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY SERVICES
FOR STRUCTURES.

The topic of this thread is:

Clause-wise inputs

The draft document has clauses 1 to 10. BIS prefers clause-wise inputs, with the modification
to the clauses and the justifications.
Please use this thread to post/discuss specific clauses, with the recommended change and the
justifications for the same. Any specific recommendations for a new clause, with justifications
may also be posted here. If possible, please try to make the clause compact, using language
similar to the other clauses of the document.

Thank you, and looking for a spirited and effective e-conference.

Jaswant N. Arlekar
(Moderator)
Posted via Email
vsanthoshbabu
Link:89526
Time:30 Aug 2022
09:23 AM
All posts by
vsanthoshbabu
Posts:2

Dear EngineersAs per clause 9.2.1 followed by Note instead
of owner may decide it may be amended as : Structural
Engineer with Masters degree are required for structures
designed against earthquake, cyclone etc. With
regards Santhosh
Dear All,
I have few observations:

1. I am notable to relate the last para on page 1 with this standard.
2. How theproject management consultancy will fit in the proposed arrangement.
3. There should be some qualification criteria and nos. of engineers for the constructorteam
also,based on type of structure.
4. I think the minimum qualification for a PDC team leader should be M.tech with some
experience.

kkahmad
Link:89530
Time:30 Aug 2022
09:48 AM
All posts by
kkahmad
Posts:7

Regards,
Khaliqe Ahmad

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 4:36 PM jaswant_n_arlekar <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
hemraj chanchal
Link:89532
Time:30 Aug 2022
10:30 AM

Dear All
The following points shall be included in discussions..
1. All the designs shall be relevant Indian Standard Codes.

All posts by
hemraj chanchal
Posts:15

2. All the designs shall be relevant specified software.
3. Design output should be in specific software.
3. All the specific drgs shall be in millimeters.

Hemraj Chanchal

On Tue, 30 Aug 2022 at 14:23, kkahmad <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
[quote]

Dear All,

I have few observations:

1. I am notable to relate the last para on page 1 with this standard.
2. How theproject management consultancy will fit in the proposed arrangement.
3. There should be some qualification criteria and nos. of engineers for the constructorteam
also,based on type of structure.
4. I think the minimum qualification for a PDC team leader should be M.tech with some
experience.

Regards,
Khaliqe Ahmad

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 4:36 PM jaswant_n_arlekar forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed-Posted via Email
va
Link:89538
Time:30 Aug 2022
12:28 PM
All posts by
va
Posts:88

Dear All,
I have following points clause wise -

Clause 1 Scope
Clause 2 Terminology
1. There is no mention of Peer review in the entire document. Proof consultant can also do
peer review or another category of peer review consultant can be created for broader review
of project design by expert.
Clause 3 Requirements and services
Clause 4 Appointment of PDC
In the present practice, PDC is appointed by the architect in most of the cases and gets very
less fees. Now it is to be appointed by Owner or Constructor. This is a welcome step.
Clause 5 Appointment of PC
1. Clause says Owner may appoint PC. It is not clear whether PC is to be appointed for all
projects small or big? Or it is optional due to the word “ owner may” ?
2. As per category 1 or 2 for proof checking, PC has to put in equal efforts similar to PDC. So
whether owner will be ready to pay sufficient fees to two consultants PDC and PC?
Clause 6 Model of appointment of PDC and PC

Clause 7 Scope and Responsibilities
1. Clause 7.1e : If there is a disagreement between PDC and PC which could not be resolved
then what is the way out?
2. Scope and responsibility of Peer Review consultant can be defined which will be limited to
broader review and expert advise only with no responsibility.
3. In Clause 7.2 Responsibility is attached to PDC. If Owner / Constructor is forcing his own
requirements through Architects which are not in line with code or good engineering practices
like Irregular geometry, odd framing, floating columns and walls, loose mass for elevation
treatment etc who will be responsible for such bad structure? What is the way out? Can the
responsibility be attached to respective agency like Owner / Architect/ MEP or PDC shall
mention all these points in DBR and exclude it from his responsibility.
4. If Owner is a Govt Body who is very rigid to accept new materials and specifications or
insisting on old tender inferior specifications. How this could be addressed? For example some
bodies are still specifying use of OPC ( which is not good for durability), use of clay bricks and
not allowing AAC, using poor site made concrete cover blocks rather than factory made
products etc

Clause 8 Category of Proof Checking
1. Under clause 8 Categories of Proof checking, Category 3 can be created for Peer Review.
This will include broader review of DBR, Over all concept checking, framing plan review and
sample design cross check on important structural elements. Peer reviewer need not sign any
document but provide their expert views and suggestions for improvement if any. PDC will
carry all the design responsibility.
Clause 9 Support / Minimum Qualification and experience of PDC and PC
1. Who will verify the minimum qualification of PDC and PC for building and special structures
and who will maintain registration of PDC and PC at state or national level?
2. What will be the mechanism to judge the experience in special structures and who will
certify it?
Clause 10 Owner Satisfaction
1. It will be more important that design basis report prepared by PDC should be signed by all
parties including Owner, Architects, MEP, PDC, PC, so everyone will be on the same page and
design parameters will be frozen. Satisfaction certificate owner may or may not give.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Regards.
Hemant Vadalkar
Consulting Engineer, Mumbai.

On Tue, Aug 30, 2022 at 2:20 PM kkahmad <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)>
wrote:
[quote]

Dear All,

I have few observations:

1. I am notable to relate the last para on page 1 with this standard.
2. How theproject management consultancy will fit in the proposed arrangement.
3. There should be some qualification criteria and nos. of engineers for the constructorteam
also,based on type of structure.
4. I think the minimum qualification for a PDC team leader should be M.tech with some
experience.

Regards,
Khaliqe Ahmad

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 4:36 PM jaswant_n_arlekar forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed-Posted via Email
Adding inputs from SEFI user "drbodigece"
drnbodigece wrote:
Dear sir,
I am happy to participate the in the E-conference on 'REQUIREMENTS FOR
STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR
STRUCTURES - Doc. No.: SSD II/06(19914)'.

er_jna
Link:89541
Time:30 Aug 2022
01:53 PM
All posts by
er_jna
Posts:7

I would like to bring your kind attention that clause 9.2 Qualification and Experience. In
table 1, at bottom most line it mentioned that academic faculty also become a PDC or PC
but in majority case Academic faculty start with carrier in teaching instead of working
industry and join in academics. Many case academician can also do designs and proof
checking of structures but due to limitation on industry experience they are not eligible to
take any project. If you relax clause 9.2 and make some set of guideline for academician,
it will encourage to participate more people and share the knowledge both industry and
academia.
I feel that academician who do not have industry experience but he/she has qualified in
structural Engineering and sound knowledge in structural software’s or design codes, may
be given eligibility in PC level instead of PDC a the beginning. Think of this clause 9.2.
I hope it may be discussed and hopefully expect some suitable guidelines for academician
(NO industry experiences).
Posted via Email

Cl. 5.1
The owner may appoint a PC for proof checking of the structural design of the structures
prepared by PDC.
This clause says that the owner may appoint a PC, and can be interpreted as it is owner's
decision to get a PC on board.
Following is a note under Cl. 9.2.1:

er_jna
Link:89542
Time:30 Aug 2022
02:42 PM
All posts by
er_jna
Posts:7

NOTE The owner may decide the additional qualification for PDC or PC based on the type of
structure, health, safety and disaster (like earthquake, cyclone, etc.) vulnerability
requirements.

I am interpreting this as follows:
1. Appointment of a PC is completely the owner's decision.
2. The code is NOT making a PC compulsory.
3. The owner may decide additional qualifications.
The question that we need to address is:
1. Requirement of PC is to be decided by the owner - in the current setup, the owner consults
his own team and decides whether a PC is required, and also decides the qualifications for the
PC.
Why is such a basic code (which in fact is just Table 1) necessary?

Jaswant N. Arlekar

Topic: Concluding remarks on the E-Conference
Watch this topic for replies||Stop watching this topic

Author

Message Excerpt

Dear All,
Greetings!
We have had animated discussions in the e-conference for Discussion on New BIS document SSD-II
06 (19914) : REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY
SERVICES FOR STRUCTURES. There are over 120 posts on the topic and from the deliberations, we
have identified salient points which seem to find resonance in the structural engineering community.
At the outset one may say that the objective of the document does not come out clearly from the way
the code has been drafted. There are more advanced, detailed and fine-grained standard operating
procedures for the registration of Structural engineers and Peer Reviewers in many cities, towns and
states of India. Such documents or regulations are usually prepared by the Town Planning authorities,
the Municipal authorities or similar building authority which has jurisdiction. The e-conference
response recommends a review of these existing operating procedures. The inputs and discussions
from the e-conference are attached in the PDF document with this email and can be accessed at the
sefi_admin link below.
Link:89644
Time:05 Sep
2022 12:17
PM
All posts by
sefi_admin
Posts:92

https://www.sefindia.org/forum/download.php?id=13358
Download

In closing it may be pertinent to question whether Standardisation of Services of PC and PDC which,
as of date, falls within the purview of the Building Authority with Jurisdiction (many of which have a
well-developed system already in place) should be taken up by the Bureau of Indian Standards.
With best regards
best regards,
Modeartors:
Hemant Vadalkar, Practising Structural Engineer and Principal, Vadalkar Associates. Er. Vadalar will
also be putting forth the views of the Indian Society of Structural Engineers (ISSE)
Jaswant N. Arlekar, Practising Structural Engineer, R. S. Mandrekar & Associates, Mumbai
Prof Dipti R. Sahoo, Professor of Structural Engineering, IIT Delhi
Alpa Sheth, Practising Structural Engineer, VMS Consultants, Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai
Posted via Email

Topic: Experience of PDC and PC
Watch this topic for replies||Stop watching this topic

Author

Message Excerpt

vadalkar

Dear All,

Link:89509
Time:30 Aug 2022
04:15 AM
All posts by
vadalkar
Posts:1

On behalf of SEFI and Indian Society of Structural Engineers ( ISSE) , I , Hemant Vadalkar
welcome you to this e-conference on BIS document SSDII/06/(19914) related to
"REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY
SERVICES FOR STRUCTURES"
I am opening a new thread Experience of PDC and PC
Clause 9 in the document talks about minimum qualifications and experience of Principal Design
consultant ( PDC) and Proof Checking Consultant (PC).
Different Municipal Corporations have their own regulations and rules for registering structural
engineers. Even National Building code 2016 has given guidelines for this.
Whether experience criteria given in this document overrides other regulations ?
Secondly, who will verify the experience of PDC and PC and maintain registration records of all
Structural Engineers either at state level or at National level?
Also, generally registration is provided for building structures. What will be the mechanism to
judge the experience in special structures and who will certify it?

Academic faculty may not have practical design experience but they may have better knowledge
in other areas like research oriented subjects, testing related matters, advance analysis modules,
various software applications etc. The present document is insisting to have design experience
for taking up assignment as PC. So, no faculty without design experience can be Proof checking
consultant. We need to have balance between academic knowledge and practicing design
experience.
I request you all to share your views and suggestions on this thread.
Regards.
Hemant Vadalkar
( Moderator)
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
--Posted via Email
Q & E for Designers / Consultants :
As said in some previous posting regarding Liscencing of Consultants , 5 categories of
Consultants have been identified as Class A, B, C, D , And Spl Class.

vikram.jeet
Link:89512
Time:30 Aug 2022
04:47 AM
All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

In my humble opinion following needs to be fixed : ( * nos of years exclusively in design work to
be considered , and shall not to be taken fm yr of qualification)
For PDC
Class A - Btech with minimum 20years* Or Mtech with minimum 15years*
Class B - Btech with minimum 15 years* Or Mtech with minimum 10 years*
Class C - Btech with minimum 10 years* or Mtech with minimum 7 yrs*
Class D - Btech with 7 yrs * or Mtech with 5 yrs* Or Retired Str Expert Btech with no office/
staff i.e One man office consultant ,
Spl Class Consultants - Professor s , Acamecians , Researchers Generally not engaged in Prime
design work , only act as second opinion / PC on selected works
The above experience is for Design signing Authority
He can have Design ers of varying experience in his organization

FOR PC
The experience shall be = ( Above nos of yrs +5 yrs* ) , Qualifications same as above
Idea is that a senior expert acting as Design Reviewer must be more experienced
The above exp is for proof check signing Engineer , he can have ers of varying exp in his office
Spl Class Consultants - Professors , Academia, Researchers as PC for some selected works of
their specialisation or can also give opinions on certain tricky issues where conflict in opinions of
PDC & PC
The experience requirements provided in draft code for PDC & PC are based on municipal
licensing documents which are not satisfactory for engineers engaged in str design work. An
engineer must work for 10 to 15 yrs in Consulancy str firms under experienced designers to
develop skills .

Further to add in present context :
My viewpoint is that unless an engineer continually spend 15 to 20 years in design of structures
Link:89514
, he may not be aware of nitty gritty of design detailing, completeness . Design is not only
Time:30 Aug 2022 feeding input and reading output though this also needs maturity . Time factor to gain maturity
05:32 AM
in designs is necessary
All posts by
.
vikram.jeet
vikram.jeet

Posts:3531

Just to say that :
A fresher entering designs is just a yet born child for about 2-3 yrs
After experience of 5 -7 yrs he is a tiny tot of nursery school
After 15 -20 yrs , he reach adulthood in str designs
Further exp make him more and more wise , mature and cautious.
alpa_sheth
Link:89520

Dear Er. Vikram Jeet and Er. Vadalkar,

Time:30 Aug 2022
07:54 AM
All posts by
alpa_sheth
Posts:278

I'm not sure if having a Degree which is 10 years or 15 years old qualifies us to be Structural
Engineers. When we say 5 or 10 years experience, how are we measuring that experience? I
could have 10 years experience on site and now switch to Structural Design- does it qualify
me to straight away design a large structure?
I therefore believe a more nuanced system of licensing is required where the credentials are
carefully checked, the design experience under a senior structural designer is verified and some
form of competency test- be it a viva or preferably a written test is conducted for younger
designers. There could be a grandfather clause for persons with 20+ years experience.

best regards,
Alpa
vikram.jeet wrote:

bhsolanki
Link:89525
Time:30 Aug 2022
09:05 AM
All posts by
bhsolanki
Posts:14

I agree with all members who focused on this qualification criteria, I have below points & my
opinion to share about it
A. Why there should be minimum Educational qualification of Masters Degree in Structural
Engineering to be either Designer(PDC) or Checker (PC) ?
Opinion: At B.E Level students do not have FEM in their syllabus, not learning Response
Spectrum Method, Time History Method (Which is essential for any Machine Foundation design
when Frequency domain analysis is required & less used in Seismic Analysis of Buildings),
Advance RCC, Theory of Plate & Shell etc are not aware by a Bachelor degree holder.
In fact in Gujarat Technological University right now, Major Structural Engineering related
fundamental subjects are now elective (Refer: https://www.gtu.ac.in/Syllabus/Syllabus.aspx)
like Structural Analysis-II, Earthquake Engineering, Design of Reinforced Concrete Structures,
Prestressed Concrete Structures etc.
How a Bachelor Degree holder can understand concepts and its application which he never
taught, Someone may argue that It can be self learn with experience, True ! but that ratio is very
low in Indian scenario. And if everyone is llowed to be designer & Checker with only Bachelor
Degree with experience than there will not be any motivation for any candidate to pursue Master
degree.
Professionally such policy in IS code will de-valuate the Master degree, Why one should not start
practicing after B.E and after experience it will be treated same as Master degree holder.
Same way In Architecture field also, Architects well preserved their domain of professional work
by making council of architecture,and now in majority of government/semi government tenders
are compulsory put conditions architect who is registered with COA, and COA only allows to
register who has at least B.Arch Degree.
I never understand, if civil engineering has bigger domain, and it can do all what an architect can
do, more to that it can do supervision and designs also, than Why Civil Engineers are not allowed
to be in role of Architect ! Just because Architects made COA and preserve there domain by not
sharing their professional work.
Similarly I think a person with minimum Masters degree in educational qualification and with
relevant experience should only allowed to be designer and checker. By this means A Structural
Engineer in true sense will be recognized professionally and only a Structural Engineer will be
allowed to do their domain work.
Here in Gujarat GCPCE authority (https://gcpce.gujarat.gov.in/) has made same mistake by
allowing Diploma & Bachelor degree holder to be designer & allowing them to appear in exam for
engineer license, which In my opinion not fair, I know lots of Diploma & Degree holders who
don't even know the IS 13920 Standard how they will going to use software who uses this IS
code & Its results with-its importance in seismic prone zones.
B. What should be Criteria ?
1. Class-4 License for 5m or less for Buildings OR 200sqmt or less carpet area : M.E/M.Tech in
Structural Engineering with 1 Year Experience and Min. 5 Buildings Design which is proof
checked.
2. Class-3 License for 15m or less for Buildings OR 500sqmt or less carpet area : M.E/M.Tech in

Structural Engineering with 2 Year Experience and Min. 5 Buildings Design which is proof
checked.
3. Class-2 License for 30m or less for Buildings OR 2500 to 3000 sqmt or less carpet area :
M.E/M.Tech in Structural Engineering with 6 Year Experience and Min. 3 Buildings Design which is
proof checked.
4. Class-1 License for 60m to 80m Tall with No Criteria in Carper Area: M.E/M.Tech in Structural
Engineering with 10 Year Experience and Min. 3 Buildings Design which is proof checked.
5. Special Class-A: Minimum One Building 80m or more Tall designed: M.E/M.Tech in Structural
Engineering with 15 Year Experience and Min. 1 Buildings Design which is proof checked.
6. Special Class-B: This special class should have categories of each special type of structure like
Liquid Retaining Structure design, Bridges (Steel,RCC,PT), Transmission & Mast Towers, Hydraulic
Structures, Industrial Roof Sheds (PEB, Truss & Portal type etc), Oil & Gas Equipment Support
Structures design & Lifting analysis related experience, Off shore Structures, Buried Pipeline
Structures.
Each structure may be classified with a tag and license holder can expand as per their
experience.
C. To prevent monopoly: Those who holds license must issue experience to minimum 2 to 8 new
learners per year to renew their license compulsory. This may be added into Local Authority
CDCR and not in IS Code.
gautam
chattopadhyay
Link:89527
Time:30 Aug 2022
09:30 AM
All posts by
gautam
chattopadhyay
Posts:129

Very much needed. Though CMC, MCD, NDMC have provisions for ESE but many such ESEs have
been found owning fake degrees and mostly act on whims of real estate agents.
On Tue, Aug 30, 2022 at 8:46 AM vadalkar <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email

Dear Sir/ Madam,
Academicians of 5 to 6 years experience, directly taking as team leads may not be help much,
which subject they are teaching in college also important.
srinivasarao3

Professional fee guideline and min wages of employee it will help.

Link:89528
Time:30 Aug 2022
09:30 AM
All posts by
srinivasarao3
Posts:1

Warm Regards,
Srinivasa Rao Bollimuntha
Technical Director -Structure
DesignTree Service Consultants Pvt Ltd | Consulting Engineers | #

vikram.jeet
Link:89533
Time:30 Aug 2022
10:46 AM
All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

Very pertinent point by respected Madam Alpa regarding nos of yrs experience .
As per my posting , the experience for PDC /PD shall be counted not from year of
Qualifications, but nos of years working in structural design firm / Structural design office of
Govt / semi - Govt / pvt enterprise / Practicing as Str Consultant I.e Only design experience to
be considered.

A field engineer may not able to carry design job even if he has 30 yrs exp at site , but he can
work in design office to guide on site related problems on reinf detailings/ method statements /
others. He cannot act as signing Authority for PDC ,PD.

Every experience is valuable , but current draft Code discussion is related to design work, and
hence the above statements .

alpa_sheth wrote:

Need for Classification of Consultants :
For a Consultancy assignment thru open tendering , Consultant of A category may quote
higher price vs others in lower categories , a one man show Consultant may quote even 1/3 rd or
one fourth.
vikram.jeet
Link:89534
Credentials , Ability and Capabilities are generally not seen in Consultancy work tendering
Time:30 Aug 2022 unless work is of very high value I e to say no pre-qualification process for Consultants is carried
11:23 AM
out as it's done for Contractors in form of Pre-qualification , Technical Bid , and lastly Price Bid .
All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

If Category of Consultant quoting for a work is ready available, owner will be in a position
to compare the price Bid s.
Also depending on structural design work , quotes may be called from certain categories only.
This viewpoint may be given thought , to avoid Consultancy works going into wrong hands.
Other advantage of Classification::
Depending upon nature of design work , consultant able to handle the str work can be easily
recognized in terms over category as PDC / PC
Class A
All Bridges , Flyovers , Tall buildings above 20 storey etc
Special Structures , Dams , heavy industries like cement steel and power plants etc,
Precast works , PEB
( depending on expertise field of A class Consultant))

vikram.jeet
Link:89539
Time:30 Aug 2022
12:53 PM
All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

Class B
Rcc and PSC Bridges / flyovers upto 30m span , Buildings below 20 storeys ,Assembly Buildings
, Water and sewage treatment works , Medium and small industrial buildings , OH Tanks, ug
reservoirs , etc,
Precast works , PEB
( depending on field of expertise)
Class C
Small Bridges and Culverts, Buildings upto 10 stories , Small industry, Sheds buildings , school
buildings ( 4 storied), etc low cost housing , Low budget works , PEB
CLASS D
Buildings upto two stories, Sheds type works , Boundary walls

septic tanks ,etc

Spl Class- Academia Can act as Reviewer o their field of specialization
It may be noted that higher class Consultant can work / quote for lower class works
Vice versa.

but not

Peer review :
vikram.jeet
Link:89543
Time:30 Aug 2022
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All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

This can not be treated as proof checking . Just a broad review on design philosophy may not
fulfill the requirements of second check on design/ drgs .
There is no indepth involvement / association with design work. It is just like a commentators
role without any responsibility. Hence ,the peer review may not be categorised as PC and role
of full fledged Reviewer I.e PC needs to be retained.
Peer review needs to be treated as further additional to (PDC + PC) arrangement , if owner /
Govt decide to seek on highly specialized structural works.

bijoyav
Link:89557
Time:31 Aug 2022
07:04 AM
All posts by
bijoyav

It should not to be experience only. As ISE, UK etc does, there should be testing authority. One
should appear for the test, does it, convince the testing authority, clear their doubt, before
awarding professional structural engineer certificate.
Government should formulate an authority, methodology for it….

Er Bijoy

Posts:111

Sent from my iPhone

Dear and Respected All,
I totally agree with what Alpa Ma'am said in the trailing mail. We may in this regard follow what
other countries are doing. The Professional Engineer system followed by many countriesshould
be perfect for the problem of setting and maintainingqualification criteria for licensedengineers.
We already have a few systemsin place, though not widely followed, the Professional Engineer or
International Professional Engineer licence by Institute of Engineers India or any other similar
body is just in line with the requirement.
The Int PE entitlement is provided after the candidate passes the INTERNATIONAL
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS ASSESSMENT EXAMINATION which includes design,
construction, legal, environmental aspect etc.
Once certified he/she needs to maintain Continuous Professional Development (CPD) to
renew his/her at a certain interval.
So, the system is pretty much in line withthe requirement and also with what othercountries are
doing in an already tested environment. So, without reinventing thewheel, ourown system can
be adopted with a few modifications if necessary, maybe in the syllabus etc. Instituteof Engineers
India or Indian Association of Structural Engineers or any other institute can be consulted.
Certainly the assessment system and maintaining the CPD is the very backbone of the process.

Dharmendu007
Link:89559
Time:31 Aug 2022
07:23 AM
All posts by
Dharmendu007
Posts:4

Regards,
Dharmendu Mandal
Contact No.: +91-9874156418
PGPlease consider our environment before printing this e-mail. |7Switchoffas you
go|qRecyclealways

On Wed, Aug 31, 2022 at 9:15 AM alpa_sheth <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)>
wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email

CH.
VIDYASAGAR
Link:89561
Time:31 Aug 2022
07:45 AM
All posts by
CH. VIDYASAGAR
Posts:2

In my opinion, Degree(s) alone does not qualify to be structural engineer, there should be proper
qualification test ... Usage of engineering softwares could be one of the criteria to provide
economical solutions...

On Wed, 31 Aug 2022, 09:18 alpa_sheth, <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email

vikram.jeet
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All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

Very nicely said by Sri Solanki.
Qualifications always broadens the thinking domain and Mtech , PhD structures generally lead
the structures design Consultancy firms.
But in India , with opening of computer /IT sectors providing hefty packages even to freshers ,
Students are not opting to sectors having Pilgrim 's progress in terms of remuneration s and
Civil engg , especially str engg is worst affected. There is going to be shortage of quality str ers
in a decade or so. Hence putting embargo on design Qualifications may create further drought of
Structural engineers.
As everyone who is engaged in str work know , how much painstaking , responsible job they are
dealing with demanding time lines. And Engineers of structures gain maturity in profession after
working for a nos yrs under some sincere mentors / Consultancy .
Therefore Minimum Qualifications of Btech with higher design exp and Mtech with less exp is
generally fit in present scenario and may be retained in this Code.
Yesteryear designers were mostly Btech , spending whole career in design as in our times very
few used to pursue Mtech . All Consultancy firms like Gammons / GILCON , STUP , MRC , TCPL ,
etc were recruiting Btech as designers. But higher qualification is always an added asset .
Firms always have a mix of Qualifications and experience , PhD , Mtech , Btech and even BE
thru AMIE for design work , Diploma holders for drafting, quantity estimation ..
Since Mtech engineers are also in firm , there seems no issue regarding FEM , Str dynamics and
other advanced workings . With softwares availability Btech ers are also competent to carry
advanced analyses after experience.

Hope it may help

bhsolanki wrote:

Dear Sir,

pvgraju
Link:89576
Time:01 Sep 2022
09:58 AM
All posts by
pvgraju
Posts:55

1) Regarding experience clause : In this i feel level of understanding the subject is important
along with theory and practical knowledge.
This clause should not hinder engineers from changing their filed. Example from buildings to
bridges, oil and gas, high rise buildings etc.
2) Responsibility of PDC,PMC : This clause says both are equally responsible. By this PDC can
easily escape from his responsibility and put total load on PMC.
Another calause says that drawings only need to be submitted. Calculations, Analysis files not
required. This will prolong approval process, since both PDC,PMC need to do total design.
Another clause says if PMC observes any discrepancy it is to be discussed with PDC. But when
PDC is sharing only drawings without calculations how PMC will share its technology with PDC.
Regards,
P.V.Gavarraju.

er_jna
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Posts:7

Experience of PDC and PC
A very nice analogy pointed out by 'bhsolanki' where the medical professional is only allowed to
operated only if he/she has the required specialized degree.
There are 2 models being proposed by 'bhsolanki' and 'vikram.jeet'.
'bhsolanki' has an interesting proposal for the PDC to have experience of having his/her
design(s) proof checked.
I like this suggestion - this can be used as a basis for saying that the design of the PDC has been
validated.
'vikram.jeet' is proposing to have degree with design work experience (not years after degree).
The counting of actual design experience and not from the qualifying year is good, but how to
establish it? It may be similar to endorsement from the supervisor (similar to that being
currently employed by IEI for membership, and BMC for structural license).
'vikram.jeet' has also proposed another model considering the type/size of the structure.

Maintenance of Qualification
Is it sufficient to qualify as per the requirement, or does the PDC/PC need to be up to date with
some form of continuing development?
'bijoyav' has suggested conducting tests at regular intervals.
This can be implemented.
Maybe as a formal interaction with the licensing authority (state or municipality), like an
interview or presentation of the projects designed in the recent past.
Based on how it works, it may be extended into a test.
'Dharmendu007' has pointed out that this model is already available with IEI under the
International PE certification.
Does this have to be spelled out in this code?
Why not let the licensing authority take care of the validity of qualification?
Hi,

To extend the analogy of the medical professional,following a directive by the Medical Council of
India a few years ago, all state medical councils have made it mandatory for doctors to a)
renew their license and b) collecta minimum number of credit points (say 30) to be eligible
alpa_sheth
forrenewal of license. These have to be earned by attending workshops and seminarsas part of
Link:89578
the continuing medical education (CME) program.
Time:01 Sep 2022
All doctors have to re-register -eventhose who have relocated to other states and foreign
11:02 AM
countries.<o:p></o:p>
All posts by
alpa_sheth
On similar lines, I think for PDC and PC a licensing system should be introduced based on some
Posts:278
qualifying exam/test/viva besides academic qualification and experience. Additionally renewal
of the license every 3-5 years (In Mumbai it is annually) should be based on attending
courses/seminars/conferences to stay updated.
regards,
Alpa
er_jna wrote:

Ers. Alpaji , Vikram Jeet and Er. Vadalkar,
On one project I was checking Design in India, I came across a unique problem :
DESIGN ENGIEER WAS NOT TRAINED IN USING " PLATE AND SHELL FINITE
ELEMENTS " FOR COCRETE RAFT FOUNDATION . HE ONLY USED BEAM ELEMENTS ( ONE
VPandya
WAY ELEMENTS ) . I ENDED UP REDOING ENTIRE RAFT FOUNDATION USING
Link:89605
STAAD PLATE AND SHELL ELEMENTS . HE TOLD ME THERE WAS NO IN HIS TEAM WHO
Time:03 Sep 2022
CAN USE TWO WAY PLATE SHELL ELEMENTS .
05:30 AM
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This type of ptroblems comes under the title :
INEXPERIENCE OR INCOMPETENT ENGINEERS DOING THE BASIC DESIGN.
Something need to be done for such issues .
Regards.
Vasudeo Pandya P.E.
Sructural Engineers
------------------------------------------------------------------------------alpa_sheth wrote:

vikram.jeet
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Definitely, I think the need of present times is to have the team Leader in charge to be Mtech
as PDC & PC as echoed by eminent members. But he can have designers with Btech to support
. As already stated in previous post on this topic , there is going to be drought in field of
Structural engg. due to many fast paying fields .I have seen Mtech strs , shifting to IT sectors .
Still in India , so far , B tech Engineers with experience have run the show successfully and with
softwares , problems of advanced analyses is never a problem , but yes an engineer engaged in
design must acknowledge the need for advanced working try to seek it during practical
designing in design office .

VPandya wrote:

The conference on draft code for sending viewpoints last date is today 4th Sept.
Just to summarize various broad points sent thru various posts during this week fm my end
are as iunder:
1.0 STANDARD STRUCTURAL STABILITY CERTIFICATION
( Standard Form to be included in this Code and also in NBC )

vikram.jeet
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2.0 QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE OF PDC , PC & PEER REVIWER
( Complex and special strs exclusively for Lead Mtechs with good experience , but routine strs
for Betchs with good experience)
3.0 CLASSIFICATIONS OF CONSULTANTS
( This is important as it is seen that even one man structural experts / Retired structural
engineer also working as PDC & PC , Ers / Consultants with limited resources working for str
design work , there are big Consultants , so projects / str work must be identified and
categorised to cater all Consultants , though a higher class Consultant can work on all type of
str work .
4.0 CATEGORISATION OF STRUCTURES
( As stated at 3.0 , Categorization is necessary so that Competency cum capability be given due
weightage . A design work suffer if it is awarded to a Consultant not able to deliver effectively
for want of competency / capability (resources). Thus this could be included to safeguard against
project / work being going into incompetent / incapable hands.
( Strs can be categorised as Compkex/ Special Structures, Mega structures , Semi mega (
Medium) Strs , Small Structures & Low Budget Structures)
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Structure Categorisation :
CATEGORY 1 SPECIALISED STRUCTURES ( to be dealt by Class A Consultant only)
AND Proof checked by A Class Consultant with 2 yrs additional experience than Prime consultant
,
Peer review by Spl Class Consultants ( Academia )
Structures:
Complex Structures , Special Structures , Cable Stayed Bridges, , Highrise Buildings with
irregularities > 20 STORIES , Large Dams , Chimneys > 60m , Cooling Towers > 20m , On
Shore Structures
Class A Consultant - Mtech with 25 yrs ( with Design office, Technical staff , CAD facilities)
Spl Class Consultant - Academician , Reseacher , Scholar , Professor ( for Peer review only )

CATEGORY 2 Mega Structures ( To be dealt by Class A , Class B Consultants)
Proof Checked by A Class Consultant OR Class B with 2yrs additional experience over PDC
Mega structures - PSC Bridges / Flyovers spans > 60m , Suspension Bridges , Steel Bridges
spans > 50m , Regular High rise Buildings > 20 Stories , irregularities Buildings upto 20 storeys ,
, Chimneys 30 - 60m , Cooling Towers 10-20m , Off Shore Structures , Medium & Small Ht
Dams , Hydro power Project Structures , Thermal Power Stations , Heavy Industrial Structures ,
Precast Construction designs ,
Class B Consultant - Btech with 25 yrs OR Mtech with 20 yrs ( With design office ,
technical staff , CAD facilities)

CATEGORY 3 Semi - Mega Structurres ( TO BE dealt by Class A , Class B , Class C Consultants)
Tobe Proof checked by Class A , B Consultant or Class C with 2 yrs more experience than PDC
Semi Mega Structures - All RCC Bridges , PSC Bridges spans upto 30m , Steel Bridges spans
upto 50m , Regular Buildings 6 - 20 storeys , School & Hospital Buildings , Assembly
Buildings , Pre Engineered Buildings, Small ht Chimneys & Cooling Towers , Water / Sewage /
Effluent Treatment Plants & Pumping stations, OH water Towers , Medium and Small scale
Industrial structures ,
Class C Consultant - Btech with 20 yrs OR Mtech with 15 yrs ( with design office , technical staff

, CAD facilities )

CATEGORY 4 Small Medium span/ Height STRUCTURES
( To be dealt by Class A, B , C , D )
Proofchecked by Class A , B, C , Or D with 5 yrs higher experience)
Small & Medium span/ ht Structures : Rcc Bridges upto 30 m , Steel Bridges upto span 30m ,
Foot Bridges, Buildings upto 6 Stories, Residential / Office , School buildings & Hospital
buildings upto 4 storeys , PEB , Small Scale Industrial plants ,

Class D Consultant - Btech with 15 yrs or Mtech with 12 yrs ( Having design office , Technical
staff CAD facilities)

CATEGORY 5 MINOR STRUCTURES( To be Deallt by A, B, C , D , E Class Consultants )
Proof checking can be skipped (optional)
Structures:
Small / Low Budget Projects - Residential Houses upto 200 sqm and upto three storeys ,
Boundary Walls , Shed Type Structures, Septic and small UG tanks , Temporary works
Class E Consultant - Btech with 7 yrs Or Mech with 5 yrs , Retired Structural EXPERT, one Man
office Consultant ( may / may not have staff , CAD not necessary)

PL NOTE : ONLY STRUCTURES DESIGN EXPERIENCE TO BE CONSIDERED , THAT IS - NOS OF
YRS SPENT IN STRUCTURES DESIGN WORK . IT HAS NO LINK WITH YEAR OF QUALIFICATIONS.
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STRUCTURES CATEGORIES ( CATEGORY 1 TO 5)
CONSULTANT CLASS CLASS A, B, C, D E) TO HANDLE THEM AS PDC AND AS PC AND AS PEER
REVIEWER
CREDENTIALS OF QUALIFICATION AND EXPERIENCE , CAPABILITY

Structure Categorisations :
CATEGORY 1 SPECIALISED STRUCTURES ( to be dealt by Class A Consultant only)
AND Proof checked by A Class Consultant with 2 yrs additional experience than Prime consultant ,
Peer review by Spl Class Consultants ( Academia )
Structures:
Complex Structures , Special Structures , Cable Stayed Bridges, , Highrise Buildings with
irregularities > 20 STORIES , Large Dams , Chimneys > 60m , Cooling Towers > 20m , On Shore
Structures
Class A Consultant - Mtech with 25 yrs ( with Design office, Technical staff , CAD facilities)
Spl Class Consultant - Academician , Reseacher , Scholar , Professor ( for Peer review only )

CATEGORY 2 Mega Structures ( To be dealt by Class A , Class B Consultants)
Proof Checked by A Class Consultant OR Class B with 2yrs additional experience over PDC
Mega structures - PSC Bridges / Flyovers spans > 60m , Suspension Bridges , Steel Bridges
spans > 50m , Regular High rise Buildings > 20 Stories , irregularities Buildings upto 20 storeys ,
, Chimneys 30 - 60m , Cooling Towers 10-20m , Off Shore Structures , Medium & Small Ht Dams ,
Hydro power Project Structures , Thermal Power Stations , Heavy Industrial Structures , Precast

Construction designs ,
Class B Consultant - Btech with 25 yrs OR Mtech with 20 yrs ( With design office , technical staff ,
CAD facilities)

CATEGORY 3 Semi - Mega Structurres ( TO BE dealt by Class A , Class B , Class C Consultants)
Tobe Proof checked by Class A , B Consultant or Class C with 2 yrs more experience than PDC
Semi Mega Structures - All RCC Bridges , PSC Bridges spans upto 30m , Steel Bridges spans upto
50m , Regular Buildings 6 - 20 storeys , School & Hospital Buildings , Assembly Buildings , Pre
Engineered Buildings, Small ht Chimneys & Cooling Towers , Water / Sewage / Effluent Treatment
Plants & Pumping stations, OH water Towers , Medium and Small scale Industrial structures ,
Class C Consultant - Btech with 20 yrs OR Mtech with 15 yrs ( with design office , technical staff ,
CAD facilities )

CATEGORY 4 Small Medium span/ Height STRUCTURES
( To be dealt by Class A, B , C , D )
Proofchecked by Class A , B, C , Or D with 5 yrs higher experience)
Small & Medium span/ ht Structures : Rcc Bridges upto 30 m , Steel Bridges upto span 30m , Foot
Bridges, Buildings upto 6 Stories, Residential / Office , School buildings & Hospital buildings upto 4
storeys , PEB , Small Scale Industrial plants ,

Class D Consultant - Btech with 15 yrs or Mtech with 12 yrs ( Having design office , Technical staff
CAD facilities)

CATEGORY 5 MINOR STRUCTURES( To be Deallt by A, B, C , D , E Class Consultants )
Proof checking can be skipped (optional)
Structures:
Small / Low Budget Projects - Residential Houses upto 200 sqm and upto three
Walls , Shed Type Structures, Septic and small UG tanks , Temporary works

storeys , Boundary

Class E Consultant - Btech with 7 yrs Or Mech with 5 yrs , Retired Structural EXPERT, one Man office
Consultant ( may / may not have staff , CAD not necessary)

PL NOTE : ONLY STRUCTURES DESIGN EXPERIENCE TO BE CONSIDERED IN CREDENTIALS , THAT
IS - NOS OF YRS SPENT IN DESIGN WORK . YEAR OF QUALIFICATION HAS NO LINK TO IT.
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STRUCTURAL STABILITY CERTIFICATE

Structural design /details for subject work/project submitted to M/s - - - - - has been carried out
strictly as per Relevant BIS Codes . Foundations of Structures were designed as per
recommendations of Geotech Consultant M/s - - - - - - ( hired by Owner). . Structure design /drgs
submissions ensure the subject Structure SAFE , SOUND AND STABLE as per BIS standards .
* Regarding Construction and QC refer footnote
* * Regarding deviations / alterations refer footnote
The design / drgs / details have also been Proof checked by Structural Consultant M/s - - - * Construction must be carried out by Owner through its hired Construction Agency strictly as per
relevant latest BIS Standards maintaining Continued QUALITY Control through Independent QC
Consultant and Owner shall seek required certifications from those Agencies including certification
from Soil Geotech Consultant.

** No deviations / No Alterations be permitted by Owner who bear sole responsibility to ensure this
.

(
)
OWNER M/s

(-----)
Proof Structural Consultant

(- - - - - - - )
Structural EXPERT ( M/S - -

The language can be further refined by experts .
SUBMISSION (C) Supportive view point
The conference on draft code for sending viewpoints last date is today 4th Sept.
Just to summarize various broad points sent thru various posts during this week fm my end are as
iunder:
1.0 STANDARD STRUCTURAL STABILITY CERTIFICATION
( Standard Form to be included in this Code and also in NBC )
vikram.jeet 2.0 QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE OF PDC , PC & PEER REVIWER
( Complex and special strs exclusively for Lead Mtechs with good experience , but routine strs for
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3.0 CLASSIFICATIONS OF CONSULTANTS
( This is important as it is seen that even one man structural experts / Retired structural engineer
also working as PDC & PC , Ers / Consultants with limited resources working for str design work ,
there are big Consultants , so projects / str work must be identified and categorised to cater all
Consultants , though a higher class Consultant can work on all type of str work .
4.0 CATEGORISATION OF STRUCTURES
( As stated at 3.0 , Categorization is necessary so that Competency cum capability be given due
weightage . A design work suffer if it is awarded to a Consultant not able to deliver effectively for
want of competency / capability (resources). Thus this could be included to safeguard against project
/ work being going into incompetent / incapable hands.
( Strs can be categorised as Compkex/ Special Structures, Mega structures , Semi mega ( Medium)
Strs , Small Structures & Low Budget Structures)
SUBMISSION ( D) - Supportive viewpoint

ROLE OF GEO TECH / SOIL CONSULTANT (AGENCY) AND NEED FOR SUPERVISORY GEOTECH
EXPERT TO BE INDEPENDENT SUPERVISOR TO FORSEE ALL TESTING AND INVESTIGATIONS ( FIELD
AND LAB) TO BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH BIS CODES AND VETTING OF SOIL
vikram.jeet REPORT CALCULATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Role of Geo tech Consultant , it's soil report and recommendations need also to be addressed, and
who will proof check soil reports , which is very essential for any project safety as also economy.
We are concentrating only on str design part but if soil report is shabby , design efforts thru prime
as also proof Consultant suffer .
A Supevisory (proof checking ) GEOTECH CONSULTANT SHALL ALSO BE THERE WHO VISIT EVEN
DURING FIELD INVESTIGATION & LAB TESTS TO FORSEE & ENSURE AS PER RELEVANT BIS
STANDARDS , AND ALSO VETT THE SOIL REPORT GIVEN BY GEOTECH MAIN AGENCY
This will also avoid cooking of readings during field investigations and Lab tests.
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN RESPONSIBILITY PERIOD ,
PERIODIC STRUCTURAL AUDIT
PERIODIC MAINTENANCE

STRUCTURAL AUDITING MUST BE INCLUDED IN THIS CODE . FIRST AUDIT MAY BE AFTER 10 YRS ,
SEBSEQUENT AFTER 7 YRS
WHOLE LIFE IN ITSELF IS VERY CONFUSING TERM . NO MATERIAL IS IMMORTAL , NO INDVIDUAL (
DESIGNER) IS IMMORTAL. A FULLY LOADED STR IF STANDS INITIALLY FOR A PERIOD OF 7 YRS
WITHOUT CRACKING TENDENCY , IT SHALL BE TREATED TO BE OK.. PERIODIC STRUCTURAL
AUDIT AND MAINTENANCE MUST BE DEFINED IN THE CODE FOR STR LONGEVITY.

jnbhavsar5968 wrote:

SUBMISSION ( F )
A LATE SUBMISSION
STRUCTURE ALTERATIONS WHEN REQUIRED BY OWNER IN FUTURE
STRUCTURE STRENGTHENING AND RETROFITTING
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In case Owner decides to do alterations in building in future , it must be carried through a proper
design/ drgs from Architect and Structural Consultant , and to be proof checked in large Span
height *, The Str.PDC and Str.PC shall give a Stability Certificate on Alterations.

For poorly constructed structures showing cracking s , Strengthening and retrofitting shall also be
thru Structural Consultant and for large span/ Height* works , these have to be compulsorarily Proof
Checked . A stability certificate on Strengthening need to be given by PDC & PC.
* Height > 3 storeys
Span > 6 m
SUBMISSION ( G ) - ALREADY EXPRESSED ELSEWHERE

NEED FOR CLASSIFICATIONS OF CONSULTANTS
For a Consultancy assignment thru open tendering , Consultant of A category may quote higher
price vs others in lower categories , a one man show Consultant may quote even 1/3 rd or one
vikram.jeet fourth.
Credentials , Ability and Capabilities are generally not seen in Consultancy work tendering unless
Link:89653
Time:06 Sep work is of very high value I e to say no pre-qualification process for Consultants is carried out as it's
2022 09:31
done for Contractors in form of Pre-qualification , Technical Bid , and lastly Price Bid .
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If Category of Consultant quoting for a work is ready available, owner will be in a position
to compare the price Bid s.
Also depending on structural design work ( I.e. STRUCTURE CATEGORY ) , quotes may be called
from certain CLASSES OF CONSULTANTS only.
This viewpoint may be given thought , to avoid Consultancy works going into incompetent /
incapable ( resource wise ) hands.
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Welcome to the e-conference for Discussion on New BIS document SSD-II 06
(19914) : REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING
CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR STRUCTURES.

The topic of this thread is:
Legal implications for BIS and users of the code
BIS documents become legally binding and mandatory only on incorporating in a
multi-party contract.
Should this standard be subjected to legal scrutiny, to be complete, similar to
GPEA, 2006?
Should the code spell out corrective measures in case of non-compliance and/or
design failure?

I will be moderating the discussions of this topic/thread. I request you to
send/post inputs as close as possible to the topic/thread. This will help in the final
compilation and consolidation of the discussions.

Thank you, and looking for a spirited and effective e-conference.

Jaswant N. Arlekar
(Moderator)
Posted via Email
Respected Sir/Members,my view is to add a role of structural engineer at every
concreting stage of a structure , so that structure can be checked at every stage
which may benefit the proper working of the building as well as may highlight the
role of structural engineer in society as the municipal authorities and development
should have a RFI format as a government form to be submitted by the structural
engineer a every stage of the structure
For example
In Today's Practise Structural engineers role is only at the starting of the project for the submission of
drawings and design that too only for the scaled projects not even for the 500
sq.yards projects .
But if their is RFI system raised and make a govt document to be signed and
submitted by structural engineer at every stage of construction and for every
single project whether a 500sqyrds project or 50000 sqyrds project , The role of
structural engineer will increase and make the presence/role important.
Which can lead to generation of work and better role of structural engineers .
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In Addition to this, also their should be submission of analysis /stadd/etabs file to
be submitted for every single project which is submitted in municipal authority ,

May be this practise is already working in metro cities but a city like chandigarh is
not working on this practise and even not in punjab ,haryana , himachal pradesh ,
Uttarakhand and rajasthan or maybe in other states too ,
If this policy is raised in NBC or IS codes this may lead to highlight the
role of structural engineers ,

Sincere Thanks and regards
Regards
ER.SHERRY RAKHRA
M.E.STRUCTURES (GOLD MEDALIST)
M.I.E. ,M.I.S.E. ,M.I.O.V. ,M.I.C.I. ,
CONSULTING ENGINEER
RAKHRA ASSOCIATES
"WE SOLVE THE UNSOLVABLE"
A : #2500, GROUND FLOOR, Sector-40,C ,Chandigarh
P ;- +0172 - 291-0955
M:- +91 99 888 09055 , +91 99 882 09055
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Dear Friends,
My views on the subject are summarized as follows:
1. The draft Code should study the different types of error possibilities in
designs and address each type separately. For example, in my experience,
the outcome of structural design review can be categorized into following
types:
1. Missing detail: A detail such as a bar mark, or a cross section or a
connection or bolt designation may not be found in the drawing.
Sometimes grades of concrete, steel and important specifications and
notes may be missing. This results in time consuming technical
queries (TQ).
2. Mismatch of details: A detail shown in one part of drawings may be
different from the one shown in another. For example, mismatch
between longitudinal section and cross section or between plan and
elevation. This also results in time consuming technical queries (TQ).
3. Incorrect detail: A wrong value, depiction or text may be shown on
the drawing. It could be a human typo-error, it could be that the
detail was not updated during a revision. It could also be that the

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

detail was copy-pasted from the details of a project of different Code,
different geographical region or different exposure condition. An
incorrect detail may result in rework that increases cost, causes delay
and depreciates quality.
Infringing details: These are cases where a design requirement
directly antagonises another design requirement or site condition. For
example, a foundation may be placed over a drainage alignment or
there is no sufficient space to run a cable routing. Infringing details
discovered at later stages of construction ends in redesign and
rework.
Non-constructable details: These are cases where a design
requirement cannot be constructed due to a constraint. Such
constraints include access and approach, safety concerns, material or
workmanship availability, contractual measurability and billability etc.
Constructability issues causes redesign and sometimes scope creep
and contract disputes.
Unclear details: Sometimes details are open-ended or ambiguous.
For example, a drawing may specify that the two parts may be
welded but welding method or specifications may not be prescribed.
Whereas a missing detail is resolved through queries, unclear detail
results in disputes over contractual obligations. Similarly, designers
may themselves place disclaimer notes that waive off responsibilities.
Conflicts with contractual obligations: Contract agreements,
specifications and scope of work may sometimes stipulate special
requirements of the project, such as specific materials for masonry,
loads of specific equipment, or specific techniques of fixing. Some
details may not be in accordance with those requirements, although
these are not in violation of Code provisions or sound engineering
principles. These issues result in contract disputes.
Code violations or insufficient provisions: These are details that
do not satisfy a Code provision and hence unsafe. This may result in
severe impact when discovered after or during construction, and
furthermore severities in case of any failures. Although these issues
are relatively rare, as both designer and checker are guided by sound
engineering knowledge and experience, it can happen because of
human error, document control or incorrect judgement, both at the
design stage and at drawing stages.
Uneconomical designs: Uneconomical design detail provides for
much more than what is required by the Code and engineering
practice. It may be applicable both for numerical calculations or in
selection of suitable structural system for the contingent loading and
functional requirement. Uneconomical designs do not have
considerable impact in Type II project delivery of the draft Code,
where design is responsibility of contractor. However, it is of
considerable importance in case of re-measurable contracts.
Judgements & assumptions not covered by Code: The most
formidable issue to resolve during structural design review is when
Code is not specific about certain design aspects. In such cases, the
designers and reviewers may be guided by opposing view-points
based on their experience. It must be noted that neither Codes nor
literature are specific about many trivial considerations and design is
subject to discretion and judgement of designers.
Architectural and Functional requirements: When provisions
given by a designer (such as position or orientation of a column) are
not according to an architectural or functional requirement or a
revision thereof, reviewer may point out the same. It is common
complaint that these revisions happen much later after detail designs
or even part of construction has been completed.
Clarifications: Most observations by reviewer on a design are
clarifications seeking the basis of using or providing a certain value.
These may be an input from a vendor or a design assumption or a
step of calculation or a justification. It may include request to make a
submission complete with additional information. Unless a clarification
transforms into another kind of observation, it does not have any
impact.

2. The draft code only broadly outlines the responsibilities of PDC (Principal
Design Consultant) and PC (Proof Checker). It is necessary to keep in mind
that PDC is the primary agency that creates and manages all the

information with respect to design. PDC should also be given sufficient
freedom in design. Most PDC are unable to share all spreadsheets and
native files used for calculations with PC (as required by Category 1 proof
checking of draft code). This is because these tools are created and evolved
after strenuous development efforts internally by PDC. Only sample
calculations for typical items are provided in design submissions. It is
impractical for PC to redo and verify all calculations, and independently
arrive at same results as PDC, as envisaged in Category 2 proof checking.
Therefore, the primary responsibility of design especially calculation errors
should vest on the PDC. For the types of issues with drawing, following
responsibility structure is suggested:
1. Joint: Missing details, mismatching details, incorrect details,
infringements, constructability issues, unclear details, uneconomical
designs, judgements and assumptions.
2. PDC only: Standard violations and insufficient provisions in
calculations that are not submitted with PC in case of Category 1
proof checking
3. PC only: Conflicts with contractual obligations, architectural and
functional requirements of the client.
3. Stagewise reviews are useful to expedite the design reviews. Architectural
or functional requirements are to be reviewed first followed by design
criteria, analytical models (with framing plans), calculations and then detail
drawings in that order. Involvement of PC early-on in the design stages
along with the PDC team
4. Resolution of difference of opinion between PDC and PC with third party
view has been very well covered in the draft Code.
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Dear All,It is not clear whether appointment of Proof Consultant by the Owner is
optional or mandatory. For small project owner many not go for proof consultant.
Regards.
Hemant Vadalkar
Consulting Engineer Mumbai.

BIS Codes can be treated as Law of Land
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This Standard , once compiled and printed out from BIS , shall be treated as other
standards I.e having same Authority as other standards in India.

Once a Standard comes into existence question of Non compliance shall not
arise.
Also standard cannot recommend any corrective measures on design failing , that
needs to be covered in totally separate Standard. P or may be in Part 2.
Dear Sir,In my opinion Vetting of design is must for PUBLIC BUILDINGS and
BRDGES and for all other Structurs it should optional and left to Client depending
on the cost of project. It is just like Factor of Safty directly proportional to the
Cost/Importance.

vikram.jeet

Geo tech / Soil Consultant
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Prime geotech Consultant - to carry out Testings ( field and lab) , prepare Soil
report giving recommendations .
Also during start of execution Prime geo tech Consultant will visit to site to fix
founding level in presence of PDC ( I e Prime str er)
REVIEW GEO TECH CONSULTANT - Will act as inspector during testing dates (
both at field and laboratory) and finally review the soil report

As already highlighted elsewhere, that role of above two shall be included in the
Code on str design and its proof checking for very pertinent reasons ss under:

I) it will stop cooking of results at field as well at laboratory
(ii) Soil report computations and recommendations got vetted thru other geo
expert
( iii) This will avoid shabby Soil reports as this has very high impact on str design
I.e safety and economy.
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Proof Consultants are always employed all Public Sector undertakings as well as
large industries. If it is to be adopted for small projects, it may not be
economically feasible for them. Some of them are not even to pay for the PDC
themselves.
Thanks & regards,

R.Ravichandran
Hello
Greetings of the day
Agreed and attending.
Hemraj Chanchal
Hc constructions & consulting engineers

On Thu, 1 Sept 2022 at 06:12, va <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)>
wrote:
hemraj chanchal
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[quote]
Dear All,It is not clear whetherappointment of Proof Consultant by
the Owner is optional or mandatory. For small project owner many not go for proof
consultant.
Regards.
Hemant Vadalkar
Consulting Engineer Mumbai.

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 4:07 PM jaswant_n_arlekar forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed-Posted via Email
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Greetings! I am delighted to be participating in the Econference on
'REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING
CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR STRUCTURES - Doc. No.: SSD II/06(19914)'.
I would like to open a new thread on 'Licensing and Registration of Structural
Engineers'. Based on my reading of the document under reference, there is no
mention of registration of structural engineers. It would be interesting to understand
the mechanism that has been thought about to fix accountability of structural
engineers (PDC and PC). Without a registration system, it is not possible to deregister a person for any proven negligence or lapse of services.
It may be pertinent to remember that most developed countries and many
developing countries (even Uganda!) have a licensing system for structural
engineers. Absence of a Register of licensed structural engineers will ensure that

any possibility of mobility of structural engineering services from India across the
world will remain a distant dream. This runs counter to the nation&rsquo;s attempt
to be global players in all fields.
Cities such as Mumbai, Pune, Nasik, Thane, Kolkata, Ahmedabad, Baroda and so on
presently have a licensing system for structural engineers. Brihan Mumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) for example has numerous license grades and an established
protocol for granting license and upgradation of the license to the next level. The
Municipal Corporation of Mumbai has laid out the minimum grade of structural
engineer authorised to sign as the Structural engineer on record for a particular
type of project, which projects need Peer Review, qualifications of peer reviewer and
which projects need to go through a higher scrutiny of an Engineering Review Panel
(currently known as the Highrise Committee).
How would this document, if implemented, deal with the existing systems in some
parts of the country? Would Mumbai for example, do away with its Licensing of
Structural Engineers and allow any structural engineer who fits the qualifications
laid out in the document to sign structures?
I will be coordinating this thread of discussions and would love to hear your
thoughts on the matter.

Warm regards,
Alpa Sheth
Posted via Email
Liscencing system is a must , but it must be uniform in the Country.
Consultants / Experts practcing design work , must be categorised as discussed
herein below : ( categorization is necessary to know capability of a Consultant
based on his Qualifications and design experience , resources with him in form of
tech manpower, software s etc)
Class A Consultant : Consultant with full fledged design office , hardwares ,
softwares, ample Design engineers at various levels , track record good
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Class B Consultant : Consultant with limited manpower of design engineers ,
having CAD facilities but running design office , track record good
Class C Consultant : A one man full time expert with CAD facilities , drafting
personnel full time/ part time , track record good
Class D Consultant : A one man experienced Structural expert / Retired Str Er with
no CaD expertise , can act as PDC for small works like Bldgs upto two storeys
,boundary walls , etc
CONSULTANT SPECIAL CLASS : All Structural design Consulting Professors of IIT's ,
Govt Engg Institutes who have experience of PC on some selected type of
structures of their specialisation

Regarding Qualifications and experience pl refer Posting under QUALIFICATIONS
AND Experience of PDC & PC for above categories
er_jna
Link:89516
Time:30 Aug 2022 07:00 AM
All posts by
er_jna
Posts:7

Agreed that the licensing is necessary. However, the record of authorized
professionals needs to be maintained by the approving authority - this is being done
at several places in India. So in a way it is in place - it may need to be improved to
have continued evaluation, maybe based on some intermittent exams and/or record
of work done, say every 3years.
Clause 9 of the draft code elaborates about the resource with the PDC and PC. Table
1 classifies the qualifications based on height and type of structure - this essentially
covers all structures. Cl. 9.2.1 also allows the Owner to have additional
qualifications for PDC and PC.
It might be worthwhile to recommend to the working group of the draft code
to examine the structure of qualifications required by at least a few the
approving authorities across the country.

Jaswant N. Arlekar
Yes.
Register of Licensed Engineers is maintained in some cities (Mumbai, Pune, Kolkata
etc.) but not in all. I do not think for example UP, Haryana have such a register in
place for any city including NOIDA or Gurugram.
The document under discussion also does not suggest the creation of a register. So
how has the document drafting group envisaged the regulation of the Practice
of structural engineering by PDC/PC?
A document laying out qualifications (reservations about those may be discussed in
relevant thread) without an implementation system or a methodology for
regulation would not be very effective, no?
alpa_sheth
Link:89519
Time:30 Aug 2022 07:39 AM
All posts by
alpa_sheth
Posts:278

Let me share my experience at Gurugram recently. The authorities rejected my
structural engineer's certification since I was not "qualified". And why was I not
qualified? Because my Master's Degree said Civil Engineering, not Structural
Engineering. The liaising architect tried to explain that the particular US university
gave only Civil Engineering degree and did not mention structural engineering in the
Master's Degree certificate unlike Indian universities and also submitted the Mumbai
structural engineering license, but to no avail. I then called the the concerned
person at Gurugram authority and to his credit he entertained my call and engaged
in a long conversation. I enquired that I had just completed a large project in
Gurugram where I was accepted as the structural engineer on record, why not now?
I was informed that they had become more strict since the Chintel towers partial
collapse in Gurugram.
I was finally able to resolve the issue but it left me thinking, if Gurugram simply
had a licensing system like Mumbai I would not have had to go through this ordeal.
I can understand (but may not agree) if the concerned designer's license was
suspended (had there been a licensing system) until completion of collapse enquiry,
but I cannot understand subjecting the entire community to such hardship for want
of any system in Gurugram.

best regards,
Alpa
With that token all PG degrees of IIT Kanpur (and other old IITs) are not acceptable!
er_jna
Link:89531
Time:30 Aug 2022 10:13 AM
All posts by
er_jna
Posts:7

But the draft in Table 1 does say "... degree with major in structural
engineering...".
Also, should and (or can) this code recommend/prescribed a creation of Record of
Licenced Engineers?
Thank you,
Jaswant N. Arlekar

va
Link:89537
Time:30 Aug 2022 12:24 PM
All posts by
va
Posts:88

Dear All,
It is necessary to maintain licensing registration of Structural Engineers at State or
National Level. Question is who will do it and what is the mechanism to check the
credentials and experience in various domains?
As Vikram jeet has suggested to have five categories of registration based on
competence.
Some guideline on this aspect will be required in the code.
Hemant Vadalkar
Consulting Engineer , Mumbai.

alpa_sheth
Link:89560
Time:31 Aug 2022 07:45 AM
All posts by
alpa_sheth

Important point raised by Er Vadalkar.
I think the authorities could consider state-wide licenses for a start.
I think that is the case in US too. If you have a Texas Structural engineering license
for example, you only need to take one (or two) more exam(s), esp. for earthquake
engineering, to get the California State license.

Posts:278

I think Indian states too can think on those lines. A license from a more developed
state or city should easily enable obtaining a structural engineering license from
another state.
This is analogous to visas too. If you have a valid US visa, it is easy to get visas for
most other countries as it is believed that US visa is a difficult one to obtain.

best regards,
Alpa
What about using IEI registration? As pointed out in another thread
by 'Dharmendu007' (link), IEI also has a mechanism for granting International PE an exam-based qualification.
er_jna
Link:89583
Time:01 Sep 2022 03:51 PM
All posts by
er_jna
Posts:7

But IEI registration is based on qualification, experience and endorsement from
existing member, and does not have the continued development
How about IEI registration as a basic requirement, and after that the state (or local
municipality) should maintain the continuing development requirement? Mumbai
has only fee-based renewal - there is no component of showing continued
development.
alpa_sheth wrote:

Dear Alpa Madam,
sagarsd004
Link:89584
Time:01 Sep 2022 04:30 PM
All posts by
sagarsd004
Posts:1

In my opinion there should be only 1 license valid throughout the country. One
Nation One License. People in the code committee can add criteria for the same in
national building code which will then mandatory for all the states. You have already
added criteria for review committee members for code exceeding buildings in the
Tall Building Code. Can't we have similar criteria added in the National Building code
for License to practice Structural engineering?

Thanks and Regards,
Sagar Dhamdhere
badamsundararao

Dear sir,

Link:89586
Time:01 Sep 2022 06:30 PM
All posts by
badamsundararao
Posts:215

Without an Engineers bill any attempt is a waste. No controls. The Parliament
should work on it during this Winter session to increase the efficacy of this Code.
Without this,nothing can be controlled.

On Thu, Sep 1, 2022 at 9:07 PM sagarsd004 <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
[quote]

Dear Alpa Madam,

In my opinion there should be only 1 license valid throughout the country. One
Nation One License. People in the code committee can add criteria for the same in
national building code which will then mandatory for all the states. You have already
added criteria for review committee members for code exceeding buildings in the
Tall Building Code. Can't we have similar criteria added in the National Building code
for License to practice Structural engineering?

Thanks and Regards,
Sagar Dhamdhere

On Thu, Sep 1, 2022, 5:36 PM alpa_sheth forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed--

Posted via Email
My Points on discussion.
1. One License One Nation related Engineer's bill is already in pipeline, I have
attached one letter with this post, some of you may have seen it & Regarding more
anyone can do internet surfing.

bhsolanki
Link:89587
Time:01 Sep 2022 08:28 PM
All posts by
bhsolanki
Posts:14

2. Again AS already discussed on Qualification requirements in PD & PDC, We
observed in medical profession, in Architecture, advocate & notary community,
Chartered Accountants, Pharmacist, Valuer (Moveable & Immovable Properties
both), Surveyor (Insurance Surveyor of Immovable properties) , All have one
license throughout India, EXCEPT ENGINEERS !
3. Here in Gujarat, Govt. Of Gujarat have initiative of issuing license by making a
standard procedure by eligibility criteria to appear in the exam (MCQ type) & after
only passing the exam one can get the license. (https://gcpce.gujarat.gov.in/)
Many Engineers opposes it and still opposing the exam procedures. Many of them
who are opposing are not even able to draw simple SFD & BMD, Don't even know IS
13920 what is it for and what is its importance. To avoid such inefficient people's
wrong practice, There must be standard procedure.
Dear sir/madam,
I too advocate for these two below listed points,

rakesh_kumar
Link:89589
Time:02 Sep 2022 04:21 AM
All posts by
rakesh_kumar
Posts:6

1) Implementation of Engineers bill
2) one nation one structural licence.

What is point discussion here How long this discussion taken???
ankitghodile@gmail.com
Link:89590
Time:02 Sep 2022 04:24 AM
All posts by
ankitghodile@gmail.com
Posts:2

On Fri, 2 Sep, 2022, 8:22 am bhsolanki, <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
mohdshaikvali786@gmail.co
Link:89591
Time:02 Sep 2022 05:53 AM
All posts by
mohdshaikvali786@gmail.co
Posts:3

Dear Alpa Madam,In my opinion, there should be 1 license valid throughout the
country. People in the code committee can add criteria for the same in the national
building code which will then be mandatory for all the states. We should recommend
similar criteria added in the National Building code for License to practice Structural
engineering.
Thanks and Regards,
Shaik vali

diwakar bhagat
Link:89593
Time:02 Sep 2022 06:02 AM
All posts by
diwakar bhagat
Posts:12

Anything on widespread understanding in general public domain of risks and value
of structurally designed structures and non engineered structures being built in
country .
Means compulsion by authorities and .... to compellingly use registered engineers or
only structural enggrs to develop and build structures

We ought to see other fraternity ..

Medical field and hospitals

Automotive industry

Water and drinking water industry picking up on health grounds

Above all three have risen up in importance in context to human health and safety
and life
Anything to throw light onto our work
( structural enggrs work ) in same league
P Mohapatra
Link:89595
Time:02 Sep 2022 07:30 AM
All posts by
P Mohapatra
Posts:3

Dear Sir,
Greetings from us and we welcome such an e-conference on a very
important subject like Proof Checking and Vetting works.
During course of this e-conference the subject on licensing of Structural Engineers is
of paramount importance and would like to put it as below:
In Odisha , the Govt..of Odisha registers the Structural Engineers through the
Directorate of Town planning under the Urban Ministry of the state.. Before approval
of any Project in the state the licensed structural engineer is to put his signature
along with the the License No for e verification.
But the critical part of the license is to issue a stability certificate from the Structural
Engineer for a project approval which includes the following clauses :
01. The Building is designed with respect to the latest Indian Codes of Practice
considering both the Wind and Earthquake loads in the concerned Zones.
02. The structural engineer is responsible for supervision of works and an
undertaking has to be furnished to that effect.
03. An undertaking to be submitted for the Building is being constructed conforming
to approved plan
04.The Structural Engineer is responsible for action by the concerned Authorities if
the construction is made in deviation of approved plan ,if there is any structural
failure due to wrong /unsafe structural design and use of low quality material and or
poor workmanship etc.

In the above undertaking point no 1 is ok . But three other undertakings are a
matter to be discussed.
Most of the Govt. bodies including CPWD put up tender for Structural Design works
and no payment allocation is there for supervision works , even as per the principle
of finalizing a Tender the lowest bidder only gets the work where there is a cut
throat competition.
I request Esteemed members to please opine on if there should not be a minimum
charge clause in a Tender to maintain the quality and also a separate provision for
supervision works in- built with the Structural Design works.

As far as private works/ developers are concerned , even the client is not ready to
pay minimum charges for Structural Design Charges , so why a structural Engineer
should be responsible for supervision and quality of works when he is not paid
separately for the same. Should not this clause be separated from the Undertaking ,
rather the onus of Supervision should be on Client.
Similarly the Construction as per Approved Drawing is the responsibility of
the Architect /Owner not of Structural Engineer .Valuable suggestions/opinions are
solicited from learned members of the Forum and if possible to prepare a back
ground for uniform policy and single point on line registration through out the
country to develop better clarity and clear cut road map for taking up structural
design works.

With warm regards

P.Mohapatra
Structural Engineer

BUILD SOL

ARCHITECTURAL & ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
AN ISO 9001-2008 CERTIFIED COMPANY

alpa_sheth
Link:89596
Time:02 Sep 2022 08:02 AM
All posts by
alpa_sheth
Posts:278

Many thanks, Er. Mohapatra for explaining the detailed procedure of Registration of
Structural Engineers in Odisha.
Is it possible for our esteemed SEFI members to likewise make a narration of the
practice for registration or licensing (or not) currently existing in their State?
That would be a great contribution of SEFI to BIS since it is quite apparent that the
document under discussion has taken no cognisance of the current practice in
different parts of the country.
Look forward to input from various the States of India!!
warm regards,
Alpa

P Mohapatra wrote:

Hari_I
Link:89598
Time:02 Sep 2022 09:22 AM
All posts by
Hari_I
Posts:1

Dear All,
The practice of putting the supervision of works under the responsibility of the
structural engineer is very much prevalent in almost all jurisdictions across the
country. The scope of supervision includes the certification of the quality of all
materials, workmanship and execution and acceptance of full responsibility for the
same.

This is incorrect as the design structural engineer cannot verify all the quality and
workmanship of the construction with the weekly or fortnightly visits for inspection
they are contracted to do. It is prudent to have a separate engineer designated for
the supervision of the works during execution. It will be best for PMCs to take this
up since their staff are deputed to site solely for supervision

NBC 2016 has a provision for such a registered professional to be engaged by the
owner for supervisionof the construction. We should use the opportunity to get this
point incorporated in the building codes. Once it is part of IS code, it will become
easier to have the building department authorities to make changes to their current
combined certification.

Thanks,
Hariharan Iyer.

On Fri, Sep 2, 2022, 12:42 alpa_sheth <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)>
wrote:
[quote]
Many thanks, Er. Mohapatra for explaining the detailed procedure of
Registration of Structural Engineers in Odisha.
Is it possible for our esteemed SEFI members to likewise make a narration of the
practice for registration or licensing (or not) currently existing in their State?
That would be a great contribution of SEFI to BIS since it is quite apparent that the
document under discussion has taken no cognisance of the current practice in
different parts of the country.
Look forward to input from various the States of India!!

warm regards,
Alpa

P Mohapatra wrote:
Dear Sir,
Greetings from us and we welcome such an e-conference on a very
important subject like Proof Checking and Vetting works.
During course of this e-conference the subject on licensing of Structural Engineers is
of paramount importance and would like to put it as below:
In Odisha , the Govt..of Odisha registers the Structural Engineers through the
Directorate of Town planning under the Urban Ministry of the state.. Before approval
of any Project in the state the licensed structural engineer is to put his signature
along with the the License No for e verification.
But the critical part of the license is to issue a stability certificate from the Structural
Engineer for a project approval which includes the following clauses :
01. The Building is designed with respect to the latest Indian Codes of Practice
considering both the Wind and Earthquake loads in the concerned Zones.
02. The structural engineer is responsible for supervision of works and an
undertaking has to be furnished to that effect.
03. An undertaking to be submitted for the Building is being constructed conforming
to approved plan
04.The Structural Engineer is responsible for action by the concerned Authorities if
the construction is made in deviation of approved plan ,if there is any structural
failure due to wrong /unsafe structural design and use of low quality material and or
poor workmanship etc.

In the above undertaking point no 1 is ok . But three other undertakings are a
matter to be discussed.
Most of the Govt. bodies including CPWD put up tender for Structural Design works
and no payment allocation is there for supervision works , even as per the principle
of finalizing a Tender the lowest bidder only gets the work where there is a cut
throat competition.
I request Esteemed members to please opine on if there should not be a minimum
charge clause in a Tender to maintain the quality and also a separate provision for
supervision works in- built with the Structural Design works.

As far as private works/ developers are concerned , even the client is not ready to
pay minimum charges for Structural Design Charges , so why a structural Engineer
should be responsible for supervision and quality of works when he is not paid
separately for the same. Should not this clause be separated from the Undertaking ,
rather the onus of Supervision should be on Client.
Similarly the Construction as per Approved Drawing is the responsibility of the
Architect /Owner not of Structural Engineer .Valuable suggestions/opinions are
solicited from learned members of the Forum and if possible to prepare a back
ground for uniform policy and single point on line registration through out the
country to develop better clarity and clear cut road map for taking up structural
design works.

With warm regards

P.Mohapatra
Structural Engineer

BUILD SOL

ARCHITECTURAL & ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
AN ISO 9001-2008 CERTIFIED COMPANY
Plot No:-1465, Binayak Complex, Ground Floor,
Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar-751012, Odisha, India

Telefax: +91-0674-2563546Email:buildsolbbsr@gmail.com
(Email%3Abuildsolbbsr@gmail.com) (Email%3Abuildsolbbsr@gmail.com
([email]Email%253Abuildsolbbsr@gmail.com))

On Fri, Sep 2, 2022 at 8:28 AM badamsundararao forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed-Posted via Email
A Structural Engineer/ Consultant shall not be asked to sign on behalf of PMC ,
Quality Assurance engineer and Architect - reg assurance to stick to plans
without Deviations .

vikram.jeet
Link:89599
Time:02 Sep 2022 11:14 AM
All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

A Structural Engineer can take responsibility of his design, drgs only but he is not a
project implementation Authority. It is very disturbing to note that in certain
state Govt engg deptt , not aware of duties / functions of Architects , Structural
expert , other services experts , and PMC / QC.
A Structural er sits in design office and produce design drgs details of project , and
visits site on few occasions to check reinf , that too if requested by client. How can
he is asked to certify something which is not under his domain of work.This is gross
unjust to Structural Engineer / Consultant and totally against spirit of NBC.
Code needs to clearly say about the certification to be given by str consultant to
be in respect of Structural Design and drgs/ details in accordance with BIS Codes,

er_jna
Link:89600
Time:02 Sep 2022 03:14 PM
All posts by
er_jna
Posts:7

BMC/MCGM (Mumbai) has separate undertakings
1. Structural Engineer on record - is responsible for the structural design, and is
required to provide occasional supervision as required.
2. Site Supervisor - is responsible for the execution of the design as per the
drawings and specifications, and is required to provide continuous supervision to
ensure the same.
I am not sure where the above fits in the PDC and PC code under discussion. I
think, for this code, the qualification of the PDC and PC will always be w.r.t. some
other documents/authority.
I am glad that this topic has received inputs from several users, and it will be useful
in deciding the qualifications of PDC and PC.

vikram.jeet
Link:89604
Time:03 Sep 2022 04:20 AM
All posts by
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

Yes very rightly pointed out by respected VP Pandya saheb. The situation of Geo
tech report in India is not consistent and most of times incomplete without
settlement criterion calcs. Very few reports provide calcs regarding Liquefaction
tendency of soils .
Problem in India is that Agency doing testing is headed by some non tech person
having labor and machinery/tools for testing , but for reports he will hire some
Geotech Er to stamp and sign without providing much details.
Unless this process of investigations at field and Lab in line with prescribed
BIS standards be conducted by a prime geotech agency in presence of in
presence of Supervisory(proof) geotech Er and report & recommendations again

proof checked by Supervisory(Proof) Geo tech Er , the possibility to getting a
proper report can not be expected.
Foundation safety and economy is totally dependent on Geotech
recommendations, as such aspect need to be addressed. It is not a good practice
to ask Str Er to vett soil report , who may not able to do justice as he is already
hard pressed for his Structural design work and does not possess qualification
/ expertise to vett soil reports. This is also against the spirit of Nationa Building
Code of India.

VPandya wrote:

jagdish004
Link:89620
Time:04 Sep 2022 09:30 AM
All posts by
jagdish004
Posts:4

Dear all,
Greetings,
I would like to share my thoughts on ‘Licensing and Registration of Structural
Engineers’.
Prevailing practice in Gujarat and may be in other parts of the country is, many PDC
does not sign himself but arranges for a person who is a registered engineer(whose
business is making money by signing the drawings only!!), just to sign the passing
drawings and to provide the necessary certificates. Due to such practice PDC is not
very much serious about structure design as he is not responsible for any collapse
of structure. Just to make favour of builders by reducing the steel consumption,
they do not follow the code provisions and sometimes they do not consider the
earthquake parameters too.
So it does not make any sense by making registration of structural engineer
compulsory unless strict guidelines are made to prevent the prevailing bad practise.
regards,
Jagdish Vekaria
Structural Engineer
On Sat, Sep 3, 2022 at 12:56 AM P Mohapatra <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
[quote]
Dear Sir,
Greetings from us and we welcome such an e-conference on a very
importantsubject like Proof Checking and Vetting works.
During course of this e-conference the subject on licensing of Structural Engineers is
of paramount importance and would like to put it as below:
In Odisha , the Govt..of Odisha registers the Structural Engineers through the
Directorate of Town planning under the Urban Ministry of the state.. Before approval
of any Project in the state the licensed structural engineer is to put
hissignaturealong with the the License No for e verification.
But the criticalpart of the license is to issue a stabilitycertificate from the Structural
Engineer for a project approval which includes the following clauses :
01. The Building is designed with respect to the latest Indian Codes of Practice
considering both the Wind and Earthquake loads in the concerned Zones.
02. The structural engineer is responsible for supervision of works and an
undertaking has to be furnished to that effect.
03. An undertaking to be submitted for the Building is being constructed conforming
to approved plan
04.The Structural Engineer is responsible for action by the concerned Authorities if
the construction is made in deviation of approved plan ,if there is any structural
failure due to wrong /unsafe structural design and use of low quality material and or
poor workmanship etc.

In the above undertaking point no 1 is ok . But three other undertakings are a
matter to be discussed.
Most of the Govt. bodies including CPWD put up tender for Structural Design works
and no payment allocation is there for supervision works , even as per the principle
of finalizing a Tender the lowest bidder only gets the work where there is a cut
throat competition.
I request Esteemed members to please opine on if there should not be a minimum
charge clause in a Tender to maintain the quality and also a separate provision for
supervision works in- built with the Structural Design works.

As far as private works/ developers are concerned , even the client is not ready to
pay minimum charges for Structural Design Charges , so why a structural Engineer
should be responsible for supervision and quality of works when he is not paid
separately for the same. Should not this clause be separated from the Undertaking ,
rather the onus of Supervision should be on Client.
Similarly the Construction as per Approved Drawing is the responsibility of the
Architect /Owner not of Structural Engineer .Valuable suggestions/opinions are
solicited from learned members of the Forum and if possible to prepare a back
ground for uniform policy and single point on line registration through out the
country to develop better clarity and clear cut road map for taking up structural
design works.

With warm regards

P.Mohapatra
Structural Engineer

BUILD SOL

ARCHITECTURAL & ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
AN ISO 9001-2008 CERTIFIED COMPANY
Plot No:-1465, Binayak Complex, Ground Floor,
Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar-751012, Odisha, India
Telefax: +91-0674-2563546Email:buildsolbbsr@gmail.com
(Email%3Abuildsolbbsr@gmail.com) (Email%3Abuildsolbbsr@gmail.com
([email]Email%253Abuildsolbbsr@gmail.com))

On Fri, Sep 2, 2022 at 8:28 AM badamsundararao forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed-Posted via Email

Topic: Licensing and Registration of Structural Engineers_clause 9.2
Watch this topic for replies||Stop watching this topic

Author

Message Excerpt

drnbodigece Dear sir,
Link:89522
I am happy to participate the in the E-conference on 'REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL
Time:30 Aug
DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR STRUCTURES - Doc. No.:
2022 08:30
SSD II/06(19914)'.
AM

All posts by
drnbodigece
Posts:1

I would like to bring your kind attention that clause 9.2 Qualification and Experience. In table 1, at
bottom most line it mentioned that academic faculty also become a PDC or PC but in majority case
Academic faculty start with carrier in teaching instead of working industry and join in academics.
Many case academician can also do designs and proof checking of structures but due to limitation on
industry experience they are not eligible to take any project. If you relax clause 9.2 and make some
set of guideline for academician, it will encourage to participate more people and share the
knowledge both industry and academia.
I feel that academician who do not have industry experience but he/she has qualified in structural
Engineering and sound knowledge in structural software’s or design codes, may be given eligibility in
PC level instead of PDC a the beginning. Think of this clause 9.2.
I hope it may be discussed and hopefully expect some suitable guidelines for academician(NO
industryexperiences).
Posted via Email
Hi sir,

adeelafreen
Link:89565
Time:31 Aug
2022 09:30
AM
All posts by
adeelafreen
Posts:7

I do agree with this point raised by @drnbodigece. There is a big gap between academician and any
Engineering consultant because here higher degree doesn't fetch us any such work and add no value
to the approach that is why this gap is developing.

Warm regards,
Adeela Afreen
On Tue, 30 Aug 2022, 13:07 drnbodigece, <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
Regarding Academia, Researchers, Professors of Engg Colleges , Universities
vikram.jeet Their role is always in mega projects / Highly special structures at present, as as Peer Reviewers. I
Link:89580
think they generally do not take role of PDC for want of facilities like trained engineers , Drafting
Time:01 Sep
personnels and an independent office. Also since They are on permanent rolls of University and
2022 12:57
PM
they may not be permitted to do full time Consultancy ,but are permitted to work as Consultants
All posts by
for Peer Review or at the most PC.
vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

In my humble opinion role of PC could always be given to scholors but with full fledged proof
checking of design calcs and drawing details .

Topic: LIMITATIONS OF RESPONSIBILITY OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS
(Doc. No.: SSD II/06(19914) July 2022)
Watch this topic for replies||Stop watching this topic

Author

SGS
Link:89460
Time:29 Aug
2022 05:30 AM
All posts by
SGS
Posts:2

Message Excerpt

Dear Sir / Mam,I would like to suggest, that the following clausesneed to be incorporatedinto the
proposed IS Code 19914.
In case an owner or a builderdeviates in implementing excess area of construction than approved
or if violates by building additional floors than the specified/approved drawings, may lead to crack
propagation in structures or structure fails partially or catastrophiccollapse of structure may
occur.

Hence in such a situation, the principal structural design consultant and the proof-checking
structural consultant shall not be held responsible for such damages anticipated. It is to be made
mandatory in the proposed IS Code by a very explicit clause, that both the structural engineers'
team are not responsible for such failures.

Also, It is the duty of the town/country/municipal planning authority to close monitoring who
approves the drawings of proposed structures for the respective FSI (Floor Space Index) or FAR
(Floor Area Ratio) as well as to meet other norms of municipal bylaws, while in the progress of
proposed structure and shall ensure no deviation or violation in the structure shall take place

than originally approved.

In case, if failure of structure happened because of deviation/violation of the structure, there
should be another clause that needs to be implemented in the code, very explicitly, that the
planning /approving authority shall be made fully responsible for such structural
failures and not the structural Engineers.
If there is noexplicit clauses, there are chances that the clever advocates will take the
advantages of it and will argue against the Structural Engineers and madethem victimfor none of
their faults in the Court of Law when the dispute is referred to Court of Law in future.
Thanks.
With Regards,
S.Gnanasekaran, BE, FIE, FIV,
Chartered Engineer,
Former DGM (Civil) of ONGC Ltd,
Posted via Email

pdjamadar
Link:89462
Time:29 Aug
2022 05:46 AM
All posts by
pdjamadar
Posts:4

Under such circumstances the structural engineer should clearly mention that there is violation in
design at site. Structural engineer should also visit site whether his design is being implemented
or else
Sent from my iPhone
Quote:

Posted via Email
If structural engineer design for working drawing rather to sanction plan..then if no deviation
from working plan one case..and deviation in working plan 2nd case....for your further
continuation of noble cause..thank youSridhara SAssistant Professor
Dayananda Sagar Academy of Technology & Management
Civil department
Bangalore-560082
+91 9743378667
+91 9448045935
sridharasid@gmail.com
sridharas@dsatm.edu.in (sridharas@dsatm.edu.in)
sridhara_s
Link:89466
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On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:09 AM SGS <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
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One of my fellow structural engineers was even blacklisted by a local authority for deviation in
dimension. No structural failure and nothing of that sort.
On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:06 AM SGS <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
sachin_k

Dear Sirs/Madams,
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Time:30 Aug
2022 09:30 PM
All posts by

As correctly pointed out by Shri.Gnanasekaran Ji, there must be a clause for fixing responsibility

sachin_k
Posts:16

for failure due to unauthorised addition alteration by builder / constructor and Structural
Engineers need to be indemnified thereby. But This responsibility should be fixed on builder /
constructor only. Civic authorities can not keep 24 hours vigil on such constructions even if they
wish to. No any engineer shall suffer either from consultancy side or civic administration for
misdeeds of generally illiterate builder/constructor.

Regards.
Sachin K.
On Tue, 30 Aug 2022 at 7:55 PM, SGS <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
Excellent suggestions made by
Er. Sri S Gnanasekharan , to be incorporated in the codal provisions.
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Regards
Er. PVS RAO

On Wed, 31 Aug, 2022, 07:03 SGS, <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
Deviations in Buildings :
1.0 Regarding Nos of floors / Stories
All foundation Plans (:str drgs ) clearly mention that Foundations are designed for ( Ground + N
) Storeys .
Hence why str engineers are apprehensive . An owner doing deviations will be held responsible ,
otherwise if he ask architect to supply Arch drgs for more floors which Arch agrees then both will
be responsible .
vikram.jeet
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Now a days every drg supplied by SE is thru digital means and possibility of changing any thing is
not there , I think.
2.0 Framed Structures - Buildings are mostly framed rcc and removing walls here and there may
not affect . However if all partition walls are removed in a seismic zone , it will end up in soft
storey . Str drgs must give bold notes to avoid this.
3.0 Load bearing Brick structures
There is lot of problems for these strs , since there is tendency to remove load bearing walls
during alterations . Such deviations shall not be permitted and Boxed notes to be given that all
walls are load bearing walls and these walls or any portion of these cannot be removed at any
place.
I do not know the legalities , but a str Er can only speak thru his drgs.
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With due regardsI would like to draw your kind attn that the following para can be a discussion
thread so that a solution can come up in the industry."

"No any engineer shall suffer either from consultancy side or civic administration for misdeeds of
generally illiterate builder/constructor.

On Thu, 1 Sep, 2022, 3:00 AM sachin_k, <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
[quote]

Dear Sirs/Madams,

As correctly pointed out by Shri.Gnanasekaran Ji, there must be a clause for fixing responsibility
for failure due to unauthorised addition alteration by builder / constructor and Structural
Engineers need to be indemnified thereby. But This responsibility should be fixed on builder /
constructor only. Civic authorities can not keep 24 hours vigil on such constructions even if they
wish to. No any engineer shall suffer either from consultancy side or civic administration for
misdeeds of generally illiterate builder/constructor.

Regards.
Sachin K.
On Tue, 30 Aug 2022 at 7:55 PM, SGS forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed-Posted via Email
Structural engineers have a secret weapon at their disposal- The stability certificate. A structural
engineer should withhold the certificate it the work is not upto standards and request rectification
if required.
I believe that the structural engineer can only be held responsible for adequacy of the design
drawings issued by him/her and not what is built at site as he/she has not been contracted for
site supervision or as PMC.
This should be incorporated in the template of a standard
agreement of structural engineers.
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Regards,
Alpa
ote="b_banerjee"]With due regards I would like to draw your kind attn that the following para
can be a discussion thread so that a solution can come up in the industry."

"No any engineer shall suffer either from consultancy side or civic administration for misdeeds of
generally illiterate builder/constructor.

On Thu, 1 Sep, 2022, 3:00 AM sachin_k, <forum@sefindia.org (forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:
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Structural engineer shall not be held responsible for misdeeds / poor deeds of others viz Site
execution and QC at site to be the responsibility of Site Lead Er , PMC if there , shall be
subversive to owner who will seek Quality Certiifications from PM Lead Er. Architect certification
regarding Land use , FAR , and Arch drgs . A str Er must be responsible for design, analysis and
details to be in accordance with Standards.
I request that thru this Code, LEAD Structural ENGINEER Certification shall be Standardised and
uniform in India .
STRUCTURAL STABILITY CERTIFICATE

Structural design /details for subject work/project submitted to M/s - - - - - has been carried
out strictly as per Relevant BIS Codes . Foundation of structures were designed as per
recommendations of Geo technical Consultant M/s - - - - - - ( hired by Owner ) . Structure
design /drgs submissions ensure the subject Structure SAFE , SOUND AND STABLE as per BIS
standards .
* Regarding Construction and QC refer footnote
** Regarding Deviations / Alterations Refer footnote note
The design / drgs / details have also been Proof checked by Structural Consultant M/s - - - * Construction must be carried out by owner through its hired Construction Agency strictly as
per relevant latest BIS Standards maintaining Continued QUALITY Control through
Independent QC Consultant and Owner shall seek required certifications from those Agencies
including Certification from Soil Geo tech Consultant .

** No Deviations / No Alterations be permitted by Owner who has sole
responsibility to ensure this.

(
)
OWNER M/s

(-----)
Proof Structural Consultant

(- - - - - - - )
Structural EXPERT ( M/S - - - -)

alpa_sheth wrote:

The conference on draft code for sending viewpoints last date is today 4th Sept.
Just to summarize various broad points sent thru various posts during this week fm my end are
as iunder:
1.0 STANDARD STRUCTURAL STABILITY CERTIFICATION
( Standard Form to be included in this Code and also in NBC )
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2.0 QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE OF PDC , PC & PEER REVIWER
( Complex and special strs exclusively for Lead Mtechs with good experience , but routine strs for
Betchs with good experience)
3.0 CLASSIFICATIONS OF CONSULTANTS
( This is important as it is seen that even one man structural experts / Retired structural
engineer also working as PDC & PC , Ers / Consultants with limited resources working for str
design work , there are big Consultants , so projects / str work must be identified and
categorised to cater all Consultants , though a higher class Consultant can work on all type of
str work .
4.0 CATEGORISATION OF STRUCTURES
( As stated at 3.0 , Categorization is necessary so that Competency cum capability be given due
weightage . A design work suffer if it is awarded to a Consultant not able to deliver effectively for
want of competency / capability (resources). Thus this could be included to safeguard against
project / work being going into incompetent / incapable hands.
( Strs can be categorised as Compkex/ Special Structures, Mega structures , Semi mega (
Medium) Strs , Small Structures & Low Budget Structures)
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Good Morning ALL,One point :Can Structural Audit be made
compulsory for all important buildings. This should be included in
this code. Ensuring continuous health of the building. hence the
PDC / PC would be at ease. How can PDC / PC be responsible for
the whole life of the building?Experts views are very important
on this.

Good Morninig ALL,
jnbhavsar5968 One point :
Link:89638
Can Structural Audit be made compulsory for all important buildings. This should be included in
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this code. Ensuring continuoushealth of the building. hence the PDC / PC would be at ease. How
2022 03:30 AM
can PDC / PC be responsible for the whole life of the building?
All posts by
Experts views are very important on this.
jnbhavsar5968
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STRUCTURAL AUDITING MUST BE INCLUDED IN THIS CODE . FIRST AUDIT MAY BE AFTER 10
YRS
WHOLE LIFE IN ITSELF IS VERY CONFUSING TERM . NO MATERIAL IS IMMORTAL , NO
INDVIDUAL ( DESIGNER) IS IMMORTAL. A FULLY LOADED STR IF STANDS INITIALLY FOR A
PERIOD OF 7 YRS WITHOUT CRACKING TENDENCY , IT SHALL BE TREATED TO BE OK..
PERIODIC STRUCTURAL AUDIT AND MAINTENANCE MUST BE DEFINED IN THE CODE FOR
STR LONGEVITY.

jnbhavsar5968 wrote:

Topic: Observations-Requirement of structural designs & Proof Checking Consultancy
Services for Proof Checking
Watch this topic for replies||Stop watching this topic
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Requirement of structural designs & Proof Checking Consultancy Services for Proof Checking
Item 1
a
Proof checking Consultancy services should be Design Engineering services, because
Designers must own responsibility. Both designers including Proof Checker
Item 2
Terminology
2.1
a
Build & Deliver mode does not suit herein. It must be only construction mode
b
All designs are provided by Owner to Constructor or contractor or whosoever would be
contractor. Owners appointed Engineer must deliver all designs, not only civil & structural but all
services included through services specialist professional designers
c
BOQ cannot be included within Lump Sum Contract documents in particular
d
Because, responsibility of quantification must be owned by constructor or contractor, if it is
Lump Sum fixed price contract
e
All design documents must be well coordinated for proper constructability
f
FEED must be demanded, prior to commencement of proposed designs
g
FEED help in required design philosophy & design route to be followed
h
No ifs & buts & just trials, which would be avoided, if proper FEED is available
2.2
Comprehensive design consultants
a
Comprehensive design consultants must be replaced by Engineer related to project, which
Engineer shall be referred to Contract Engineer for all disciplines involved on project
2.3
Constructor or contractor
a
Organization or person absolutely responsible for project prosecution / execution in all
respects on Lump Sum contracts for whole construction including period of maintenance &
duration of warranted items
2.4
Design build & delivery
a
Design build & delivery mode should be replaced by EPC contract
b
Engineering, Procurement & Construction contract, which includes complete responsibility on
project, based on defined elaborate scope of contract
c
Contract cannot claim any extra undue amount or sum, once EPC agreement consideration /
fixed price / sum is entered into
d
Engineers must learn contracting discipline, because advocates are not well trained per
education scheme. Contracting is only an optional subject in legal education
e
Only experienced engineers can understand contracting & therefore, all engineers including
design engineers must have working knowledge of contracts to avoid being grabbed or grilled by
shrewd contractors
f
Delivery is not simple on many projects in particular plants projects, where pre
commissioning, commissioning including testing are of paramount significance, which are
otherwise ignored, if not taken care of
2.5
Owner
a
Owner means employer / promoter of project in whatever status. Could be government or
private or corporate or promoter whosoever
b
Overall responsibility is owned by owner & therefore, Owner appoints engineer, contractor &
whosoever else is required

c
In many very significant time bound projects, where procurement becomes extremely critical
keeping abreast time part, with help of engineer, specific material procurement is decided prior to
contract is awarded & complete supply agreement is entered into, which at later, stage during
contract currency is transferred to contractor responsibility by operation of novation
2.6
Principal design consultant
a
Principal design consultant should be redefined as engineer, because of legal responsibility,
which would then bind architects as well, for purpose of owing structural designs. Architects shall
be required to agree on what design engineer plans for
2.7 + 2.8
Proof checking engineer
a
Third party independent of design team, but must own responsibility & must be working in
professional engineering fields of design & not just be an educationist alone
2.9
Structural designs
a
Add FEED requirement & thorough engineering & technical coordination into designs at design
stage to avoid undue redesigns during construction
b
Structural design must keep in its consideration long term impacts on every structure &
structural material installed, which could be impacted by hysteresis loss effects
2.1
Team leader
a
Team leader is an Engineer defined within contract, who shall be responsible for all disciplines
& in particular for designs, design engineer, to look after every discipline & disciplined in integrated
status, so that coordination requirements are made.
b
Design should be self explanatory in notes forms all over, so that future reviewer must know
about what happened during designs considerations
To continue in following further postings
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3
Requirements for Services / Design Services
a
It should be Requirements of structural design services to avoid mix up with other allied
services
b
All designs must be based on intended purpose of structural use for design life
c
Retrofitting aspects must be kept in design view for enhancing its working life
d
Comfort of users or occupants must be kept in every consideration
e
Safety, health & environment issues must be kept in every viewpoint whatsoever
f
And, on top of all work quality & related use, quality must be inducted in contemplation &
therefore. must be defined in details within contract documents, as part of project specifications
4
Appointment of PDC
a
It should be replaced by project structural designer or project designer
b
When contractor scope includes design too in every respect, with full liability, EPC form or
silver book is an only answer
c
Project designer can be appointed as sub contractor by EPC contractor, subject to employers
approval
d
If EPC got its own in house design section, it may do designs self
5
PC
a
It must always be a third party, but only professionals & not otherwise, those who have not
experienced design in professions
b
PC must be pragmatic, well experienced & must have attained knowledge
c
Purpose of PC does not confine to signing design only, but to comprehend what has been
design in real speaking state
d
PC may become part of investigation team in future if so required
6
Models of appointing PC
a
Not required
b
It s third party & payment is made by employer or owner

c
But, professionally, PC has to work independently like engineer works on projects for
employer
7
Scope of responsibilities
Owner
a
Owns Responsibilities of project in its entirety, leaving nothing undefined
b
Owners liabilities & accountabilities are explained for approvals to its stake holders &
customers
c
Failure of project leads to failure of owner & all others stakeholders including users involved
financially & otherwise
d
All outcomes of good or bad works go to accountability & responsibilities of owner / employer
/ promoter
e
On construction contracts, owner provides complete design details through engineer defined
within contract
Engineer for designs & engineer for supervision
a
Engineer is defined within contract as part of comprehensive contract documents
b
Engineer administers & supervises whole contract
c
Design is also, included as a part of contract document
d
Design review requires to be conducted by engineer, prior to prosecution of design to work on
site related actions
e
Engineer must review soil investigation report in its entirety & must require contractor to
conduct site bearing capacity test, if that is required per project specification or must exist certain
item to ensure adequate bearing capacity being without any doubt, available on site
f
Engineer has to make sure that included designs within documents give comprehensive
coordinated details, so that no inconsistency must be encountered during prosecution of every
construction related activity
g
Engineer has to supervise all activities, either directly or through its resident engineer RE or
engineers representative ER
h
Whatever work is carried out by contractor is absolute responsibility of contractor in every
respect, even though engineer or its resident engineer approves every item carried out
i
Engineer has got no rights on such contracts for any lump sum price, to allow any deviation,
without having obtained approval from project owner or employer, in case variations do exist on
project, but owners approval for such extras or omissions or deletions being certainly must &
should be reasonably approved within certain agreed percentages of project budget
j
Engineer has got every right to ask contractor to expose every item of work, if such item has
been concealed, but no inspection was done for approval
k
If it is not conducted as such, no further activities shall be allowed to continue & payment
stopped for such works
l
Resident engineer is just designated as a delegated engineer on project, while all responsibility
is owned by engineer to an extent, contract administration of contract & related supervision being
concerned
m
On EPC contracts, complete design is also, included as a part on scope of contract
n
All running or monthly work carried out related valuations must be scrutinized & approved by
engineer to recommend release of contract payments to contractor, based on valuation proposal
submitted by contractor
Proof Consultant be renamed proof design engineer
a
Must share responsibility of every design work reviewed
b
Must ask for clarification of every part of designs, if clarity remains absent
c
Design review engineer shall have to explain to investigation team, of its involvement scope &
whether procedures complied with or not complied with
d
Design reviewer should not be considered just as a stamp sealer & signing authority, but it
must do as a third part on designs
e
Proof itself indicates that all designs have been evidently scrutinized
f
Must review soil investigation reports, prior to finally & conclusively being in agreement for
acceptability of soil parameters to be used for foundation designs
g
Must exist working coordination between design engineer & proof engineer
Contractor
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7.4
Contractor
a
Only party to deliver physical works from site takeover to site handover

Posts:5060

b
Site takeover to site handover stages are very significant, for these relate to from contract
commencement to contract practical completion / mechanical completion
c
Contractor has to work per contract designs in all respects, including compliance with general
& project specification or particular specifications, drawn, by structural designer to an extent
designs are concerned
d
All disciplines related specification must be included in details, keeping abreast engineering
coordination requirements
e
All times on works, published codes cannot be coordinated, which means specifications must
be detailed out explicitly & must be expressed, without having any ambiguity
f
Though specifications do not account for constructor or contractors scope of works on
construction contract, but EPC contracts involve such specifications in all respects, including
structural design parts
g
Contractors employed professional engineers must be well aware about bounds of such
requirements to an extent project scope is concerned
h
Constructor or contractor is responsibility bound to produce working drawings & shop
drawings from contract included schematic approved drawings, pertinent every discipline like
architecture, structural, electrical, mechanical, heat ventilation & air conditioning, plumbing &
drainage, external works whatsoever, including hard & soft landscape & all other requirement
linked to digital world
i
Coordination among all disciplines are always very complicated & time consuming, which
responsibility cannot be left entirely to certain updated software, but only engineer working on site
shall have to resolve all conflicts or ambiguities
j
Role of structural engineer along with site architect comes into play along with senior
specialists services engineers, who all have to coordinate together in a team structure for
obtaining approval of all such working drawings & shop drawings from every discipline engineer &
then contractual engineer
k
Without shop & working drawing duly approved, no works can be allowed to be carried out on
woks & therefore, no work progress can move
l
Contractors have to provide adequate degree of required supervisory engineers from every
discipline, including structures for purpose of site approvals, including engineering office activities
& site activities
m
Role of site based design engineers & coordination engineers appear or meet herein into
works, without whose support & complete processes, works cannot be completed
n
Such structural engineers are also, required to produce specifically very significant method
statements for construction of structure purposes in project size permits design engineer position
o
Contractor must have duly established on such mega projects, engineering / designs section,
quality section, construction section, planning section, safety section, contract section etc. per
project requirement. Section can also, be named division
p
Contractors have to work in all such disciplines, per contract documents requirements,
without any misses
q
Contractors must have controls of qualified or chartered engineers or professional engineers,
duly approved for given project by engineer
r
In case, BBS or bar bending schedule is required to be produced on site or at remotely located
site part, this activity must be carried out only by a qualified design engineer to avoid site
fabrication mistakes
s
To have various clarifications & confirmations, site technical queries, engineering queries &
other day to day confirmations must be documented all times during whole currency of project
t
All drawings must be taken care of formal document control section reporting to project head
or engineer or resident engineer or project agent or representative, whoever it may be, but must
be a qualified engineer
u
Superseded drawings must be recorded separately & well registered for records
v
No superseded drawings should be available with site working personnel, after these are
withdrawn or rejected
w
All drawings in used must be updated all times & must be recorded in drawings register,
which should be available on intranet or on line per agreed arrangement
x
Quality aspect is too significant on all projects that have often been missed all over, due to
unknown reasons. Why this aspect has been ignored practically by all including structural
designers & other designers cannot be explained
y
Quality does not mean only testing controls, but it involves total controls
z
Quality must be visible being effective in all sections on all activities, which means that all
documents must be delivered under required quality system & these must operate accordingly
aa
All documents must be speaking of respective status clearly, without delivering any sort of
ambiguity. All details must be well coordinated & crystal clear. No one has got any right on any
project to waste project time, for time means money loss. Time, cost & quality are very significant
issues or parameters that must be considered seriously, in particular by designers for an ease of
procuring constructability
bb
All engineers must be trained on quality system procedures, not just formally, but practically
& no one should be allowed to deviate from those procedures
cc
Planning engineers should also, have coordination with structural engineers for clear

understanding of site procedures & design requirements. Many engineers are not sure for time,
involved activities consume, but just depend on obsolete of inapplicable data, that may not work
on given project
dd
Since contractor is responsible for all disciplines, all disciplines must be carried over per
requirement, but here emphasis is given to structural & architectural parts for this document
ee
Timely delivery of project from stages of designs to stage of practical delivery is
responsibility of one & all like each & everyone is responsible for safely carrying out works
ff
If quality is not achieved by structural engineers responsible for structures, working life of
structure can reduce, which amounts to indirect enhancement on cost of structural mechanism
formation construction
gg
Quality cannot be ignored by any engineer, whosoever would be located at whatever profile
or level or by all others. Quality must be given required place every where & if engineers cannot
achieve this requirement, one got no right to call itself engineer
hh
It is therefore, too significant that specifications must be drawn very seriously & explicitly to
make it convenient for all personnel to have clear comprehension of what works are going be like
in doing activities
ii
Method statements or procedures carry heavy weight roles on all projects in relation to all
activities. These methods statements must be drawn perfectly in line to limits of applicable
specifications, so as to minimize time loss, quality loss etc. contractor has to deliver works per
construction contract or EPC contract requirements & then to maintain works during occupation
time or during operation times.
jj
Warranted items also, make strong entries on to project, which must be designed completely
professionally, based on attained experience or else, application of warranted shall become very
expensive as well as, very obstructive during delivered project operation time
kk
All foregoing points & views must have due regard by all engineers including designers &
others directly related to
ll
No contractor can afford such losses due to negligence of its personnel
mm
No one should also, give way to disputes evolution of works, for this may lead to disputes
resolution mechanism in sequence including engineer, DAAB & arbitration, which mechanism
should be avoided to practically possible extent
nn
All involved items must therefore, be duly approved & all contract data must be taken care
for implementation, without delays by maintaining time controls, cost controls & quality system
efficiency
oo
Project must be designed & prosecuted / executed completely professionally without any ifs
& buts
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8
Categories of proof checking
a
It is better to leave this freedom to exist, between designer & scrutinizer to decide about
what procedures both professionals shall have to follow
b
Whatever procedure do these professional follow should be in agreement & must be published
to all involved such as, employer or owner or board or engineer, whatever it be for certification
requirement
c
Every project has different size & must have varying designs & detailing, which could take
time & all must be charted out in time bound schedule, so that well coordinated scrutiny could be
made for proof certification
d
It must be kept in consideration that proof engineer has to own related scrutiny responsibility
& cannot be just a titular professional without owning any responsibility
9
Support
9.1
General
a
Professional organization or individual professional must have all equipment & devices
required for conducting proof ensuring activity, with required professional assistance
b
Professional assistance must be adequately qualified academically & must have demanded
experience for carrying out such activity. This professional must have detailed written procure or
method of carrying out proof scrutiny actions in crystal clear manner
c
All digital files must be retrievable, without any loss of time & properly arranged per updated
practice
d
There could be required many hundred drawings on many projects & all must be recorded in
a professional way, so that no time is wasted & quality system prevails successfully
9.2.1/9.2.2/9.3.3
Academic qualification & experience
a
Required engineering degree Simply, mentioning years of structural designs experience are

not adequate
b
Qualification must include structural related contractual aspects & specifying capability for
clear establishing communication through documents to site operatives
c
Must have contractual warranty related aspect based knowledge for all structures to meet
consequences of failure, if it happens
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My Submission
1
It is not simply designs for construction, but quality design for constructions that is required
2
Quality does not mean herein just conducting quality controls, but an attempt to consider,
while designing structures that ease of doing construction maintaining quality standards, without
causing any construction hardships to site prosecutors
3
Design engineers should treat themselves as engineers & not just consultants, for
involvement of responsibility, which must be an absolute
4
Quality issue must also, be considered by proof checking professional engineer
5
If structure is not carried out per quality organization management, resulting delivery shall
not do what has been intended for during designs & proof scrutiny stages
6
It is necessary to get reliable suggestion & directions from expert construction experienced
engineer, who have gone through struggles for doing structural activities
7
Engineer must keep in consideration that no quality performance means no reliable structure
& reliability means sum of safety, service & durability & many more possible factors
8
For site quality requirements for all integral activities, it does not matter what has been done
by design engineer as well as, proof checker, but what information is available for purpose of site
execution / prosecution
9
Site engineers from both parties require clear & compact details for ease of construction
10
Engineer also, requires details in a manner that does not require any further clarification or
confirmation for purpose of prosecution & execution
11
If time is wasted in engineering & technical queries, schedule of construction is adversely
impacted upon, which means time loss, cost loss & quality loss
12
It has been seen on many facilities plants projects that just at time of, when concrete pour
was due, change of reinforcing details & size of machine foundation had been communicated,
resulting in delay of pour for couple of days
13
Specifications must be clearly defined by design engineers, after going through national &
international concrete specification & other specifications
14
Site personnel expect fully required details from design engineers & design engineer cannot
expect site professionals to carry out works per respective knowledge, which may be detrimental
for project
15
To continue
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Integrated planning based projects & general
1
It is well known that major modern cities are developed based on integrated complexes,
which should be well planned, keeping abreast inclusion all facilities & within infrastructure
contained within. These are also, called self contained complexes & not just one or two structures
or buildings
2
Such mini townships can have many multistory as well as, high rise structures
3
When I say multistory, it can be considered up to 8 stories with average story height being
3.5 to 4 m
4
When I say high rise, it can be up to 20 stories
5
When is say skyscrapers, it can be up to more than 20 story, but it remains out of my
acceptance as an engineer due to so many reasons such as loss prevention & loss suppression
issues, which cannot be controlled easily
6
Structures up to 4 stories in whatever status, single plot or complex etc. may not cause major
structural issues, if column to column centre/s may be up to 5m
7
Structures may cause issues for more than 5 to 8 stories to an extent, designs are related.
Such structures shall certainly require additional services facilities & respective infrastructures
8
Soil investigation must be made mandatory for all structures that may have buildings more
than 20 m. Design engineer can assess residential buildings up to 3 to 5 story based on site visits
to assess excavated trench or by conducting plate load bearing capacity test or state of soil, if it
could be clay or silt or sand
9
For all others structures, full range soil investigation must be a must, which activity could be

carried out by specialist independent material testing laboratory
10
It can include bearing capacity, value of N, RQD or rock quality designation, resistivity
parameters that related to electrical & thermal properties & whatever else.
11
Bore holes up to 20 m or more may give better information for design engineer to
comprehend soil to get recommendation from soil engineer or laboratory qualified expert & that
observation may or may not be accepted by designer, depending on analytical details available
12
Soil report cannot be counted just in number of pages, but what properties content it
indexes in. Many pages itself can contain bore log survey reporting & soil samples collected from
land for purpose of laboratory testing.
13
Soil engineering including exploration & site applications are very professional activities,
which every engineer must have an analytical & related summaries knowledge
14
It is too significant to a understand about what soil strata below proposed structures speak
about soil that could be useful or harmful for substructures
15
Whoever deals with designs & its scrutiny must be well knowledgeable, pertinent soil
exploration based investigation & field applications, or else there could be undertaken mistakes in
soil engineering applications, both in designs as well as, in site applications
16
Soil investigator as well as, design engineer & design scrutinizer must consider in each case
whether or not, soil improvement would be required, if deep foundations are not considered
necessary. Deep foundation means piling or raft & piling combined
17
Whether soil replacement would work or micro piling be required should also be considered
at foundation policy decision making stage
18
Every factor must be considered respecting thermal & electrical resistivity for major
projects, which may have underground water impact on structural bases or piping elements that
run underground or electrical cables whatever it may be
19
Designers must consider firing hazard impact on structures & about, how to handle for
purpose of loss prevention as well as, loss suppression both. Preference must always be made for
conducting loss prevention, rather than fire suppression. Arrangement must also, be considered
for other outdoor located pump housing in case electrical supply is stopped or shut down during
fire extinguishing
20
Building plan must be explicitly open for all emergency required accesses & free circulation
to a minimum requirement should be included
21
Well, all factors cannot be considered related to structures, but designer is required to
coordinate with others non structural professionals
22
Every integrated plan contains all types of structures in every story range & therefore, all
requirements must be studied properly & adequate solution must be charted out
23
Provision of water storage is always a point to be considered, which must be underground
for purpose of fire fighting use in case, ring fire main is not included within. Consideration must be
made for underground water tank below foundations or within foundations, if foundation design
can permit it
24
All point respecting RCC element must be taken into consideration that can allow adequate
RCC cover, concrete density. Rapid chloride prevention from entry into concrete & all environment
related factors must be considered.
25
Emphasis should be given to cathodic protection or epoxy coated reinforcement for corrosion
protection for durability of structure
26
Supplementary cementing materials must be used for replacement of OPC for purpose of low
shrinkage & to attain better quality of concrete material
27
Designer must have clear concept from respective viewpoint about, methods of carrying out
RCC element activities such as, form work, reinforcement fabrication & placement, concrete pour
& related services coordination routes or else, on sites, clashes certainly emerge among these
disciplines
28
If certain standard methods about, how to carry out these activities are included for purpose
of guiding, it shall help site professionals
29
Sate or municipality or authority legislated bye laws apply on all building to be erected & it is
also, true that these bye laws are charted out in concurrence with national building code &
industrial practice. Indeed designs are done complying with these bye laws, even references to
national building codes & industrial practice are always significant
30
To an extent licensing to engineers is related, it is all illegal to have license from other
bodies, since professionals ate chartered & even NBC permits Corporate members of statutory
body IEI for chartering purposes & once one is entitled Chartered Engineer (India), no legal defect
is left to have any further licensing all over Bharat India. It is therefore, of significant
consideration that IEI corporate members, who enjoy rights & privilege of being designated
Chartered Engineer (India) for all practical purposes of designing & supervisions activities of whole
project must be allowed freedom of professional practice, without obtaining any irrelevant license
from whatever body
31
It is indeed legal to comply by codes mandate within practical constraints, yet reservations
could be made for specific applications, where concept is more significant than legal binding, but it
should be on a better & safer aspect
32
Design engineer must be made absolutely responsible for designs & site design engineer
must be deployed for complete structural works approvals & both must have respective shares of

legal responsibilities for all projects including low rise structures. Reason being that quality
objective is being ignored that must be established throughout nation or else, losses of natural
materials shall continue including losses of structural users.
33
No way, lack of quality or its ignorance can be accepted by anyone. Courts do not know
every aspect of provision of statutes or Acts, but if some provision is included on codes, it shall
certainly weigh fully & courts cannot avoid that provision in whatever case. Therefore, designers &
scrutinizers must share proportional responsibility & for construction purpose, site professional
must be accountable for implementing per requirement all components of structure
34
Qualification of designers & scrutinizers must be academics & long related experience or
must have complete pragmatism in profession. Must be fully aware of contracts, specifications &
materials availability in market
35
Appointment of these professionals must be effected by employer of owner based only on
merits of requirements & not otherwise. No dependence should be made on architect for such
appointments. This provision can be imparted with such code.
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Requirement of structural designs & Proof Checking Consultancy Services for Proof
Checking

Quality Related Practical Issues That Fail To Work On Sites
1
Designer should keep into respective design considerations, about concrete pours of advance
pouring systems, which permit to pour concrete to required heights. For example column of
ordinary buildings are poured in one go to say 4 m or more or walls of heavy structures to height
up to say 10 m or more
2
In our nation, generally building columns are poured by very old non workmanship & non
quality giving system to pour just one metre height in one lift, which method cannot produce
quality columns. No care is given to plumb quality control & no to exact location of column at
every floor. Generally, height of building floor remains between 3.25 to 4 m depending on whether
or not, HVAC component has been included. On every floor column pour case, full height of
column, except at neck or column slab beam connection, where construction joint is required,
should be poured to achieve better quality to work during durability period of structure
3
Similarly, care must be allowed for slab & beams, because slab & beams are poured
absolutely monolithic, whereas, column & beams are considered monolithic, though not poured as
such
4
All such activities certainly cause certain defective spots on columns & slabs or walls etc.
which must be considered by designer from construction & for making relative ease of construction
process point of view.
5
It is very difficult for site personnel to do all rightly, unless these workers are imparted with
proper training to apply remedial measures on to concrete structures
6
It therefore, become duty of designers at design finalizing time to include directions for them
about, whatever remedial measures would be required, in case site personnel ignore or may be
are unaware about such activity that does not give any additional payment on job, but certainly
make additional expenses
7
Generality, of remedial actions should be made a part of practical designs or else, site
workers shall continue to apply cement mortar patches on concrete, which does not give any
required strength to concrete, but concrete members continues to remain defective for ever
8
Designs cannot be just confined to theoretical procedures, but virtually, practical aspects
should be considered in our country, where nobody cares about quality. Specification must include
such problematic issues with required solution.
9
Many personnel do not know even about, how to apply concrete vibrator correctly. These
personnel must be explained on specification itself. And, about what should be sequence of
pouring must also, be clearly defined.
10
It is also, a fact that our budding engineers must be trained about, how to carry out works
on site, because our institutions have failed drastically to produce practical engineers, rather
produced just only theoretical engineers or those, who have no capacity to find more & more
required information, which could be used for ever.
11
Similarly, fabrication erection of formwork is very strong component of preparatory works
that impacts upon quality for concrete. Every engineer does not understand fluid pressures
imposed upon concrete, when concrete is poured & remains fluid for few hours, before being
gradually solidified. Temporary loading action on formworks must be known to these site
professionals. Design engineer should better specify in general what is resultant pressure & at
what location on members. Where what type of support is required? This information shall assist
better formwork control & better control of bulging or opening of form
12
Foregoing explanation just gives only concrete ordinary pour, but every pour is different &
concrete controls to be undertaken on sites on light members, think members, thick members &
massive blocks must be guided properly & designer can do a lot on this requirement for benefit of
site ignorant professionals
13
All must update on concrete technology to understand it throughout. Specifications from

various nations that could be studied for better knowing about, what has been going world around.
Concrete is not just concrete pour, but lot lies behind this significant material & this responsibility
cannot be left to be performed just by site professionals, who probably are not updated all times
14
All other activities must also, be given due care from designs & construction viewpoints, like
weather impact including, rain impact, thermal impact, fire impact etc. which are generally ignored
by all concerned
15
Many more points can be considered for all other items that provide impact on buildings like
roofing system, plumbing system, HVAC & electrical systems, which all require detailed &
continuous coordination, never to end. Designers should care about all significant items to have
better controls on designs as well as on sites
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Sir ,
I have worked in USA for many years as a Structural Engineer . When working in
India I noticed that GEOTECH ( SOIL CONSULTANT ) Consultant only give Soil
Report ( Soil Borings or Rock Profile ) . In India Geotech Consultant does not
decide whether to use :
1 Footings , or
2) Raft Foundations , or
3 ) Pile Foundations .
In USA Geotech Consultant get FOUNDATIONs REACTIONS from PDC and
recommends type of Foundation to be used for the projects . In USA Geotech
consultants are also license Professional Engineers ( P.E.) .
This code should be applicable to Soil Consultants asking them to tell PDC what
type of Foundation to use.
ANY COMMENTS ?
Regards .
Vasudeo Pandya P.E.
Structural Engineer
Sent from Mail for Windows
Posted via Email
Dear Sir,
In india soil consultantsdont have much knowledgeof structure design and also a
lot of conflict arises between soil consultants and structral designer, who is
responsible for the foundation and all. It is better to design the foundation by
structural designer.
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On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:23 AM VPandya <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:
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Agreed. In India, structural engineers will be even blamed! Are you so
incompetent, cant you decide, and so on!
Oftenthe structural engineer is asked to check the soil and advise how much SBC
we get!

Vishnu

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:19 AM VPandya <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
Dear Sir,
The Geotechnical Engineer role (Foundation recommendations) also needs to be
added in this Code.
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Best Regards,
Eswara Prasad CR
General Manager-Engineering
TATA PROJECTS LIMITED
Corporate Office,
Mithona Towers-1,
1-7-80 to 87, Prenderghast Road,
Secunderabad -500003
Mobile: +91-96400 20423
Tel: +91-40-66018064
Email: eswaraprasadcr@tataprojects.com (eswaraprasadcr@tataprojects.com)
Website: www.tataprojects.com
Posted via Email
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The soil (geotech) consultant provides the recommendations as prescribed in the
order given to them for their services. Hence, it is prudent to define clearly what is
expected loading on soil and what type of foundation design we are likely to
adopt.
As a structural engineers, we shall inform the probable permissible SBC
requirement based on the building/structure we are designing. As there can be lot
of possibilities in the type of foundation system and geotechnical parameters, it is
imperative to inform the possible loading on soil. In fact, it shall also include
whether the type of foundation will be isolated, strip or raft type so that geotech
consultant provide necessary data at different levels. In case, soil is not capable of
desired SBC, it is necessary to seek data pertaining to different pile capacities, for
various diameters and pile lengths.
For unknown sites, interaction between structural and geotechnical engineer shall
continue for optimum foundation design concepts.
Best Regards,
Jignesh V Chokshi

From: VPandya <forum@sefindia.org>
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2022 10:19 AM
To: econf@sefindia.org
Subject: [ECONF] Review of existing practices .

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content
is safe.
Sir ,
I have worked in USA for many years as a Structural Engineer . When working in
India I noticed that GEOTECH ( SOIL CONSULTANT ) Consultant only give Soil
Report ( Soil Borings or Rock Profile ) . In India Geotech Consultant does not

decide whether to use :
1 Footings , or
2) Raft Foundations , or
3 ) Pile Foundations .
In USA Geotech Consultant get FOUNDATIONs REACTIONS from PDC and
recommends type of Foundation to be used for the projects . In USA Geotech
consultants are also license Professional Engineers ( P.E.) .
This code should be applicable to Soil Consultants asking them to tell PDC what
type of Foundation to use.
ANY COMMENTS ?
Regards .
Vasudeo Pandya P.E.
Structural Engineer
Sent from Mail for Windows

L&T-Sargent & Lundy Limited
www.lntsnl.Com
This Email may contain confidential or privileged information for the intended
recipient (s). If you are not the intended recipient, please do not use or
disseminate the information, notify the sender and delete it from your system.
Larsen & Toubro Limited
www.larsentoubro.com
This Email may contain confidential or privileged information for the intended
recipient (s). If you are not the intended recipient, please do not use or
disseminate the information, notify the sender and delete it from your system.
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In Nigeria, several individuals practice as Engineers on differentprojectoccasions,
and some clients don't have to believe on the Engineer handlingtheir project
whereas they give room to the Mixer/Labor to take charge and make a distinction
on the ongoingprojects at the site.All these are based on the leak/defect of the
professional body we have in the country.
1. They don't focus on Geotechnics reports.
2. Municipal town planning for building approver.
3. The leak of monitoringteams.
4. Failure to monitor the local production industry on setting standards.
5. Leak of manufacturer industry for construction used.
6. Regulate the standard of practice among others and fix out unprofessionalism
that is practiced in the project.

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 9:58 AM vishnu75 <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
[quote]
Agreed. In India, structural engineers will be even blamed! Are you
so incompetent, cant you decide, and so on!
Oftenthe structural engineer is asked to check the soil and advise how much SBC
we get!

Vishnu

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:19 AM VPandya forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed--

Posted via Email
Structural Engineer analyzing Geotechnical report and deciding foundation require
that the SE has good understanding of Geo Tech. Other way Geo Tech Engineer
deciding foundation require that Geo Tech Engineer has very very sound
knowledge of structural analysis. So it is upto some one to have a take on it.The
important point is to have a credible Geo Tech Report, which does not happen
always.

On Mon, 29 Aug 2022, 14:29 vishnu75, <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
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[quote]
Agreed. In India, structural engineers will be even blamed! Are you
so incompetent, cant you decide, and so on!
Oftenthe structural engineer is asked to check the soil and advise how much SBC
we get!

Vishnu

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:19 AM VPandya forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed-Posted via Email
Which type of starta sir..
On Mon, Aug 29, 2022, 14:29 vishnu75 <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
[quote]
Agreed. In India, structural engineers will be even blamed! Are you
so incompetent, cant you decide, and so on!
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Oftenthe structural engineer is asked to check the soil and advise how much SBC
we get!

Vishnu

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:19 AM VPandya forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed-Posted via Email
DearDon't blame anybody else. Please refer to all the standards and ISI Codes.
Hemraj Chanchal
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On Mon, 29 Aug 2022 at 14:56, JVCSNL <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
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Soil reports generally give recommendations reg type of foundations , their
founding depth and provide Net sbc table. In case piling is there , report provides
recommendation of pile dias and give carrying capacities vs pile lengths.

vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

But nowhere , in India, structure design is carried by Geo- tech Consultant . Str
design is to be given by SE .
Dear Mr. Vasudeo,

When we assign the soil investigation scope to geotech consultant, its our task as
a structural Engineer to mention the specific requirements in soil investigation
scope of work and the geotech consultants are bound to furnish the same in their
report orovided they agree to it.

We can mention following in addition to regular req. E.g. Foundation
reccomendations for set of footing sizes, Rafts , Modulus of subgrade reaction etc.
milind_meher
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Hope this helps.

Thanking you
Milind Meher
On Mon, Aug 29, 2022, 12:52 VPandya <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
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Posted via Email
Thanks a lot.
zadda suresh
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On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 2:56 PM JVCSNL <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
HiYes, thats the truth,
The whole system is wrong.

Regards

On Tue, 30 Aug 2022, 03:54 vishnu75, <forum@sefindia.org
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[quote]
Agreed. In India, structural engineers will be even blamed! Are you
so incompetent, cant you decide, and so on!
Oftenthe structural engineer is asked to check the soil and advise how much SBC
we get!

Vishnu

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:19 AM VPandya forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org))> wrote:
--auto removed-Posted via Email
V K Pareek

I agree with your comments.The Geotechnical consultant shall recommend the
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type of foundation for the structure along with the Geotechnical Report.
Thanks

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:20 AM VPandya <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
Dear Sir,
In India also, the Geo Technical Consultants provide their recommendation on the
type of foundation to be provided in their report.
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Regards,
R.Ravichandran
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Yes , geotech Consultants in their report recommend type of Foundation in India
too. ( already stated in my previous post)
Dear sir,
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The Geo tech engineer should specifically say about type of Foundation along with
Limitation in footing width and size based on Soil profile.Restricting footing width
becomes necessary in cases where the bearing capacity is very low after a
particular depth.If this alarm is not suggested by the Geo tech engineer,the
Structural engineer may not restrict the Footing width and thereby settlement of
foundations may take place.Also the Geo tech engineer should suggest the
Possibility of Soil stabilization for such situations. Effect of Liquefaction is also to
be discussed based on situation.Geo tech engineer should also be a part in the
Code.

On Wed, Aug 31, 2022 at 3:15 AM VPandya <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
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Dear Mr. Vasudeo,
In my view, based on the facts:
a) the expertiseof a Geotech engineer is understanding and assessment of
supporting soil
b) core experience of a structural engineer is to look into the structural
performance of the structure (in this case foundation)

The Geotech Engineer should suggest that the foundation type and designing of
the foundation type should be theresponsibility of the Structural Engineer.

Thanks &Regards,
Abhishek.

On Mon, Aug 29, 2022 at 10:22 AM VPandya <forum@sefindia.org
(forum@sefindia.org)> wrote:
Quote:

Posted via Email
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Dear Colleagues:
Welcome to the e-conference for Discussion on New BIS document SSD-II 06 (19914) :
REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR
STRUCTURES.
The topic of this thread is Review of Existing Practices.

Currently, we have different models of appointment of Principal Design Consultant (PDC) and
different categories of proof checking based on their level of independence. Under this topic/thread,
drsahoo
we would deliberate on the advantages/disadvantages of these models as well as the way forward in
Link:89490
Time:29 Aug retaining some of these existing practices.
2022 01:04
I will be moderating the discussions of this topic/thread. I request you to send/post inputs as close
PM
as possible to the topic/thread. This will help in the final compilation and consolidation of the
All posts by
discussions.
drsahoo
Thank you, and looking for a spirited and effective e-conference.
Posts:1
Dipti Ranjan Sahoo
(Moderator)
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1.0 In absence of this much awaited code , existing practices are only for some high value projects
like Bridges , Flyovers , and some other important projects of Govt.
Review needed : All Structural works needs to be covered under PDC + PC with exception
that small works can be under PDC only (pC can be skipped)( See prev posts from my end on
Applicability of code)
2,0 Model 1 : Existing practice is that owner appoints proof Consultant and Const Agency appoints
Their PDC. It is prevailing in Turn key Projects.

Review needed : It is OK , no need to change
3.0 Model 2 : Owner appoints PDC , but do not appoint any external PC . Owner having its own
design deptt act as PC. It saves extra cost to Owner.
Review needed : expertise of special structures may not be available with Owner design

Department acting as PC , and Review becomes eyewash. Hence if Owner wants to act as PC , it
may be discouraged and external PC be appointed .
4.0 Model 3.0 : Owner with its in house design deptt act as PDC ,but no PC is done . This happens
in some Govt and mega Construction Agencies.
Review Needed : Owner design Deptt can act as PDC as talent is available everywhere. But It must
be vetted by third Party PC .
5.0 Model 4.0 Same as Above 4.0 but Owner sends it design to Engg institute for vetting , some
Professor vett it.
Review needed : It is OK, if it satisfies , but Institute vetting be on some selected works
Firstly, I could not understand the reason for calling Structural Designer as Principal Design
Consultant(PDC) as it gives the meaning of Comprehensive Design consultant, where the
organization holds the responsibility to deliver design covering all Disciplines
Calling Structural Design Consultant(SDC) or Lead/ Principal Structural Design Consultant would be
appropriate
What is the role/responsibility expected from Principal Design consultant in UK regulations are very
different.(Refer attachment)
In my view, currently no such regulations are present in India. Establishing this may be necessary.
Regards,
Rathinavel
From: drsahoo <forum@sefindia.org>
Sent: 29 August 2022 17:36
To: econf@sefindia.org
Subject: [ECONF] Review of Existing Practices
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CAUTION: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Colleagues:
Welcome to the e-conference for Discussion on New BIS document SSD-II 06 (19914) :
REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND PROOF CHECKING CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR
STRUCTURES.
The topic of this thread is Review of Existing Practices.

Currently, we have different models of appointment of Principal Design Consultant (PDC) and
different categories of proof checking based on their level of independence. Under this topic/thread,
we would deliberate on the advantages/disadvantages of these models as well as the way forward in
retaining some of these existing practices.
I will be moderating the discussions of this topic/thread. I request you to send/post inputs as close
as possible to the topic/thread. This will help in the final compilation and consolidation of the
discussions.
Thank you, and looking for a spirited and effective e-conference.
Dipti Ranjan Sahoo
(Moderator)
--auto removed-Posted via Email
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Following can be included in my humble opinion :
1. All structures be included in scope. Presently this is followed for Bridges and special structures.
Mention regarding all structures be included I.e Buildings (all small/big/tall) , Water retaining

vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

structures , Industrial structures (Rcc & Steel ).
2. Even for small housings , at least str design from competent str Er and safety certificate be made
mandatory just in line with approval of Arch drgs. Loss of life and property needs to be avoided in
even small constructions.
3. A Construction Agency having its own design office can take up role of PDC only and not Proof
Checker. Regarding PC role , Idea is that if staff engaged in design is not competent enough to do inhouse str design , how is it possible to do proof checking. Para 5.3 needs review.
4. All School Buildings , Buildings of Assembly like Religious prayer halls , party halls , Shed
Structures etc , shall invariably be designed and proof checked irrespective of their size.
5. All service structures like Overhead water tanks , Underground water reservoirs , Culverts , etc be
proof checked .
^
6. Boundary walls are a neglected structural items ,but accidents due to their failures with loss of life
is regularily seen in news . These must be designed by a competent str design Er . This needs to be
addressed.
7. Structural design thru prime designer be made mandatory for all structures (Big and small , High
cost and low cost) as echoed at sl1 above . Proof checking shall be made mandatory for various
structures with exception of small buildings , boundary walls and other low cost projects ( be made
discretionary).
Email sent to Admin with few more points :

Dear Sir /Madam ,
Some more points
Ponts 1 t0 7
vikram.jeet
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AM
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vikram.jeet
Posts:3531

- as per previous mail

8. Soil / Geotech Consultant visit at site ( alongwith prime designer ) to fix founding level physically.
9. Prime designer (as well as Proof Checker ) site visits must be included in scope of work , at least
at following occasions :
Foundation reinf
Plinth beams reinf check
Roof beams, slabs reinf check
This is must as both share responsibility of designs .
10. PDC shall also vett QC documents and maintain interaction with PMC .
11. AS EXECUTED DOCUMENTS FROM SITE BE MADE MANDATORY.

vikram.jeet Structure Categorisation :
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CATEGORY 1 SPECIALISED STRUCTURES ( to be dealt by Class A Consultant only)
AND Proof checked by A Class Consultant with 2 yrs additional experience than Prime consultant ,
Peer review by Spl Class Consultants ( Academia )
Structures:
Complex Structures , Special Structures , Cable Stayed Bridges, , Highrise Buildings with
irregularities > 20 STORIES , Large Dams , Chimneys > 60m , Cooling Towers > 20m , On Shore
Structures
Class A Consultant - Mtech with 25 yrs ( with Design office, Technical staff , CAD facilities)
Spl Class Consultant - Academician , Reseacher , Scholar , Professor ( for Peer review only )

CATEGORY 2 Mega Structures ( To be dealt by Class A , Class B Consultants)
Proof Checked by A Class Consultant OR Class B with 2yrs additional experience over PDC
Mega structures - PSC Bridges / Flyovers spans > 60m , Suspension Bridges , Steel Bridges
spans > 50m , Regular High rise Buildings > 20 Stories , irregularities Buildings upto 20 storeys ,
, Chimneys 30 - 60m , Cooling Towers 10-20m , Off Shore Structures , Medium & Small Ht Dams ,
Hydro power Project Structures , Thermal Power Stations , Heavy Industrial Structures , Precast
Construction designs ,

Class B Consultant - Btech with 25 yrs OR Mtech with 20 yrs ( With design office , technical staff ,
CAD facilities)

CATEGORY 3 Semi - Mega Structurres ( TO BE dealt by Class A , Class B , Class C Consultants)
Tobe Proof checked by Class A , B Consultant or Class C with 2 yrs more experience than PDC
Semi Mega Structures - All RCC Bridges , PSC Bridges spans upto 30m , Steel Bridges spans upto
50m , Regular Buildings 6 - 20 storeys , School & Hospital Buildings , Assembly Buildings , Pre
Engineered Buildings, Small ht Chimneys & Cooling Towers , Water / Sewage / Effluent Treatment
Plants & Pumping stations, OH water Towers , Medium and Small scale Industrial structures ,
Class C Consultant - Btech with 20 yrs OR Mtech with 15 yrs ( with design office , technical staff ,
CAD facilities )

CATEGORY 4 Small Medium span/ Height STRUCTURES
( To be dealt by Class A, B , C , D )
Proofchecked by Class A , B, C , Or D with 5 yrs higher experience)
Small & Medium span/ ht Structures : Rcc Bridges upto 30 m , Steel Bridges upto span 30m , Foot
Bridges, Buildings upto 6 Stories, Residential / Office , School buildings & Hospital buildings upto 4
storeys , PEB , Small Scale Industrial plants ,

Class D Consultant - Btech with 15 yrs or Mtech with 12 yrs ( Having design office , Technical staff
CAD facilities)

CATEGORY 5 MINOR STRUCTURES( To be Deallt by A, B, C , D , E Class Consultants )
Proof checking can be skipped (optional)
Structures:
Small / Low Budget Projects - Residential Houses upto 200 sqm and upto three
Walls , Shed Type Structures, Septic and small UG tanks , Temporary works

storeys , Boundary

Class E Consultant - Btech with 7 yrs Or Mech with 5 yrs , Retired Structural EXPERT, one Man office
Consultant ( may / may not have staff , CAD not necessary)

PL NOTE : ONLY STRUCTURES DESIGN EXPERIENCE TO BE CONSIDERED IN CREDENTIALS , THAT
IS - NOS OF YRS SPENT IN DESIGN WORK . YEAR OF QUALIFICATION HAS NO LINK TO IT.
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Message Excerpt

Dear Sir /Madam ,
Some more points

Ponts 1 t0 7 - as per previous mail

8. Soil / Geotech Consultant visit at site ( alongwith prime designer ) to fix founding level
physically.

9. Prime designer (as well as Proof Checker ) site visits must be included in scope of work , at
least at following occasions :
Foundation reinf
Plinth beams reinf check
Roof beams, slabs reinf check

This is must as both share responsibility of designs .

10. PDC shall also vett QC documents and maintain interaction with PMC .

11. AS EXECUTED DOCUMENTS FROM SITE BE MADE MANDATORY.
Posted via Email
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Request to include as Annexure in this Code and also in National Building Code of India.

There is need to include a Standard form of Structural stability Certificate to be furnished by PDC
with Owner as Cosignee .
If subject work is proof checked by a PC , he shall also sign on this certificate.
Structural engineer shall not be held responsible for misdeeds / poor deeds of others viz Site
execution and QC at site to be the responsibility of Site Lead Er , PMC if there , shall be
subversive to owner who will seek Quality Certiifications from PM Lead Er. Architect certification
regarding Land use , FAR , and Arch drgs .
A str Er must be responsible for design, analysis and details to be in accordance with relevant latest
BIS Standards.
I request that thru this Code, LEAD Structural ENGINEER Certification shall be Standardised and
uniform in India .
STRUCTURAL STABILITY CERTIFICATE
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Structural design /details for subject work/project submitted to M/s - - - - - has been carried out
strictly as per Relevant BIS Codes . Foundation of structures were designed as per
recommendations from Geo technical Consultant M/ s - - - - - - ( hiredby Owner) .Structure
design /drgs submissions ensure the subject Structure SAFE , SOUND AND STABLE as per BIS
standards .
* Regarding Construction and QC refer footnote
* * Regarding deviations / alterations refer footnote
The design / drgs / details have also been Proof checked by Structural Consultant M/s - - - * Construction must be carried out by Owner through its hired Construction Agency strictly as per
relevant latest BIS Standards maintaining Continued QUALITY Control through Independent QC
Consultant and Owner shall seek required certifications from those Agencies including Certification
from Soil Geotech Consultant.

** No deviations / No Alterations be permitted by Owner who bear sole responsibility to ensure this
.

(
)
OWNER M/s

(-----)
Proof Structural Consultant

(- - - - - - - )
Structural EXPERT ( M/S - -

The language can be further refined by experts .
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